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IMTRODUOTION 
The idea of "temptation" in its religious use aa a 
feared yet ever-present force has played some rather signi-
ficant roles in mos t world relig~ons. For Christianity its 
roots lie already in the New Testament, where it is pre-
' sen ted by means of the expression TT!' c p of~ o .s. • There is 
/ I 
an hour of 7T ~ < f)ol.~ o s (Rev. 3: 10), a day of 7rf' fl'«~ o s 
I (Heb. 3:8), a time of "lT"'i.<ftA.~o s ( Luke 8 :13). The be-
lievers experience and will experience 
(1 Cor. 10&13; Jamee 1:12; l Peter 1:6). The synoptic gos-
/ 
pels s how 1T l. 'I'«~ o s to be a vital factor in the thought 
/ 
and life of Jesus: he has his ovm ffE <pat?-< o < in the 
nilderness; in Gethsemane he warns his disciples against 
/ falling into iT £ Y1 «~o s ; in teaching his hearers to pray 
/ 
he includes, "Lead us not into TT f ya..e ~ 0 s , " thereby 
placing this expression into the daily use of the faithful. 
/ 
Uhe.t, t herefore, is the meaning of 77£ tf'-'- Cy'< o.s ? \"/hat 
is the force and power behind it? Has the New Testament 
I 
taken over older ideas connected with /7"i tf'J~ 0 .s or has 
it contributed new meaning to the word? How does the sub-
stantive relate to its verb form 1TE '/ of Jw ? These and 
other questions will be answered in the following thesis. 
c m~.l?TER I 
THE l3ACKG·ROU]ID OF TIE I Pfi~ MOl: A1\TD res USAGE I lI THE GRb"iEK BIBLE 
Classical and Secular Literature 
~tf<><Q-,.uo's and its r ,'!)la tea for""<:! 0 re "'O... l d / IC / . - - . ........ .... .. . t, emp. t)ye 
wi"tn e rea t fre q_uency ~..n clausical and secular Greek litera -
ture . It is de:f'in i tely not a se:cious r eligious idea, n or is 
it a rAcu .. 'l'.':ring t heme in Graaco-Ro:man religio:1. Its verb form 
coaraonl;y n3ed i n the llTew 'J~estarnent i s 7TE 'I'~> w , which, 
a ccord:Lng to 'Jiou.l ton a.11d iJiilligan, i~ t h e l a ter -poe tic and 
/ 
-profie f orm of 7TE <f1°"w ; the latter for,1 is founcl only O.;lCe 
:tn t he ne~,, T.es·~ament ~ in Acts 2() :21, but can be freely lo--
ca ted. in pre-Chrietian %o < v ~ li tera·mre . 1 It has ·betnn 
rto·teil tha·t 7T ~ <;;!e f c...:, is not often uaed in the l i te:r.ature by 
the be'tter au·thor8, who instead prefer ,,~ < fdw ; 2 this could 
7/t.'tll explain the :more frequent usage of lT e , f'.j ~ w 1..-,,. the 
/(o t V 1 
I 
All relatac1 for.ms of 7T i 1p«w have as their basic 
general meaning "to attempt," usually vii th the idea of proba-
tion asoocia ted vii th it. Only very seldom iE;J the word used in 
lJames Hope Moulton and George Milligant The Vocabulary 
of the Greek Testament (4th edition; London: Hodder and 
~oughton, Limited, 1957), pp. 501-2. Various citations are 
made from pre-Christian papyri. 
2H. A. A. Kennedy, Sources of New Testament Greek 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1B95)-;-p:-I'06. 
'3 
a religious context, and it often expresses a certain hostile 
mood or atti tude of the subject. Liddell-.'icott gives the 
foll0\·'7ing as active voice meanings: "attempt, 11 "endeavor, " 
11 try" ; 11make trial of (s o1neone), " for the purpose of per-
suasion (Homer, Iliad 9:345); in a hostile sense, "make an 
a ttempt on" (Homer, Iliad 12:301; Odyssez 61134); "make an 
attempt on" a woman's honor (Aristophenes, Plutus 150, 1067; 
Lysistrata. 1:12; in this sense also Thucydides [6:56] uses 
p-t;.(f'« a--t s ).3 Noting that TTl:1;>~1w occurs in the litera-
ture more freo~uently in the middle voice, Liddell-Scott ci tee 
the fol lovJine meanings: "trying one's f ortune , " "have ex-
perience of (something)," "try the ohanoes o:f war"; in the 
/ .J....... '°l'( ( phrase llllT~'f'"'rE"os o-o<'t'~s o(o~ Xenophon, Hiero 2:6) the 
wor.d means "by experienoe. 114 Strabo (first century B. c. to 
:first century A. D.) uses iT£ 'I'./ ~~<r~< in the sense of being 
aff licted c~~th scurvy of the gums and with lameness in the 
leg, 11 a--r~"' J.t/tck fl rt 1<.o<~ fT" K.F '>-..o 't"Vf~[J ")(Geography 16 .4. 24). 5 
Seesemann gives aa active voice meanings: "try, 11 "strive, 0 
and "endeavor"; t hen "put to the test, 11 especially in the hos-
tile sense (in Herodotus, VI , 82); "lead into temptation" 
(post-Homer; an example here i s Plutarch, Life of Brutus 10 
3H. G. Liddell and R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), P• l355, Tr£ <f<><{..J • 
4Ibid. 
-
5The reference i s made by Kennedy, .21?.• ,g!!,, P• 107. 
4 
C ;i \ ,1./\ ) ' ,/ ' "' )6 I, 988BJ: rous ,("ous Ern \o<c<T"°'f« i1~cl'o<V• The verb is 
used in the qidgJ..! and Eas§i_y~ voices more freauently, almost 
always as an expression of mistrust; Herodotus (484-425 B. c.) 
us es t :..\e phrase lT~tf'l ~Yo<c ,o; ~ou , "putting God to 
the te~t11 (VI, 86), and yet also employs the ]it!'fect ~l.!. 
for the sense of "to know from experience" (IV, 159).7 
TTe cl'c/ ~ c..), according to Seesemann, means "einen Versuch 
anstellen, jemanden versuchen, auf die Probe stellen," and 
although it is used by Homer and Appolonius of Rhodes, and 
later by Ef1ictetus and Plutarch, the v10rd occurs relatively 
seldom in this literature. 8 " TT~<f7o< , aei t Pindar belegt, 
bedeutet die angestellte Probe, der gemachte Versuoh, die 
Erfahrung."9 The substantive of later New Testament usage, 
/ 
TTE <to(~ o s , is found in the pharmacological work of 
Dioscurides (first century A. D., 1?!_ Materia Medics, 5), where 
/ 
rr~cfo<.~o, are "trialsu or "experiments" made of drugs to see 
their effect in certain diseases •10 e K ffl. t(Jo/ ? w ( 11ausfor-
11 6Heinrioh Seesemann, " lTlV'-<, etc.," Theologiachel! 
·;,1 orterbuch zuo lfouen ~!es t u1.1ent (~tuttgar·t: 1:r. Kohlhe.mmer 
Verlag, 1954)'; VI, 23. 
7Ibid., PP• 23-4. 
-
8Ibid., P• 23. 
-
9Ibid. 
lOMoulton and Mllliga.n, loo. _ill., ';here it is noted that 
this is the only occurrence o~FrJ"-<~osoutside Biblical 
Greek and literature founded 11pon it; two other sources, the 
Cyranides (p. 40, 24; probably 4th century A. D.) ~d Syntipas 
(p. 12~, 18) are cited by Seesemann, .2J?.• .211•, P• ,4. 
5 
> / 
achen, ausproben, erproben") and e,{ffE '/J"df" TDs ("was unver-
aucht, unbekannt ist, d.h. womit noch kein Versuch gemacht 
1st") find only min.im.al usage" ll 
and its related derivatives always imply a 
direction of the subject, ~ho either provokes or is provoked 
by a certain challenge. The word signals the challenging 
predicament between subject and object, with imminent victory 
or failure hanging in the balance. It is 0 trial," in the 
sense of experimentation, with the outcome at first never 
oe:rtain. / The versatility of the word is seen in that ffE (,Pe,( w 
may be a simple attempt at doing some ordinary task, some 
everyday action, and yet it may be used to signify the hos· 
tile activity or intent .of the subject, aimed at bringing ill 
conseq.uences upon the object, harming him, or bringing him 
to a fall. The lack of the substantive in the earlier secu-
lar literature and the overall infrequency of the hostile 
, 
sense indicate a later development of ff£. 'f°"<I)<Ao.s as a seri~-
o~ religious concept, appearing first in the Judeo-Chriatian , 
traditions, and, as we shall see, beginning with the Septua- / 
gint. 
The Old Testament (Septuagin~)l2 
Two basic Old Testament sources for the development of 
llseesemann, .2E.• .2!!•, PP• 23-4. 
12Hereafter, "Septuagint" will be abbreviated nr,xx." 
G 
Teiu1:rtation-idea s in Judeo--Ch:ristiun traditions are tho 
narrati .. ,e of the ]'all into Sin (Genesis 3) and the Story of 
Job. The st1 .. iking tact iEi, ho',7C3'V3r, that neither 7Tl.<f'o(1 ~ w 
/ 
no:t• 7T~ l,P..<<T;«os (nor the respective 3:ebrew equivalents u 1) 1 
and "i'l 7) 'O) are anywhere employed in the two accou.-rrts ! 13 In 
G-en0ois 3 the Serpen·t ie not a Te~'lpte:r but r a ther a Beguiler, 
a Deceiver (v. 13); in I2!?., Gata:n is the Accuser (Job 1:9), 
·the Adversary ( ] '? ~ 0). The later Christian ideas (i.e. 
ra.nlts of the fai·thful ) of -'Gemptatitrn. are present in both 
of an Opponent of God striving to create apostasy among the ;'/ ·,. 
s-torieo, but t he l a ck of ·the respective v1ords is significant. 
This indicates narrower usage of ~ c:> ---0 and s\ 1) ] and 
possible la·ter continuing development of both concept and 
terminology in the Greek equivalents. 
was Abrahru~, and, significantly, not by Satan. who appears 
In "the Old Testa·!l.ent the first person to be "tempted" ) 
! 
not at all in tho :.?entate"!lch and only tv1ice outside o-:f Job 
-
13The lo:-lo possible •Joourr eno~ is in Job 9: 23; v1here the 
\'lord in the te:x:tus receptus, 11 ~ l'.J (, has caused some diffi-
culty m1d is most probably not original. In any case, it can-
not be~translated with "temptation." The T~rgum variant is 1l ~~ (; the LXX translate~ with J<.o<To<'lf~ >..wv7°'\ , used more 
frequen·tly to tra:aslata ";\~.for P II~ . B. :Duhm ("Das Buch 
Hiob": K.urzer lt3.nd-Oomnantn:z: ~ a.lten Testament [Leipzig: 
J. o. B .. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1897.J, p. 54) and(K. Budde ("Das 
Buch Hiob": Handkommentar zum alten Testament G8ttITTena 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 189b.1'";" p.· 45) accepted J'\ ~)? from 
1) 1)"'12) and tranalatad with "Verzweifluna"; A .. Weiser "Das 
Duch Hi.ob": Das Al te Testamen·t Deutsch LGottingenc Vanden-
hoeck & Ruprec!it, -rg;1j, pp. Gg, 75) allows ">ls? V?,. to stand, 
but interprets rather than translates with Apest. 
7 
(in Zech. 3:2 as "Accuser" and in l Obron. 2lsl as "Adver-
sary11); it is r ather God who tempts, or teats, Abraham. God 
proves Abraham, putting him to the test by asking him to 
offer up Isaac. The test was to determine Abraham's obedience 
to and trust in God (Gen. 22 :12). This use of 'il o] (LXX, 
TT~<!:_ ?w ) aa "testing'' becomes one of the ways in which 
God teats His people as a whole, never again so "testing" an 
individual. God "challenges" Israel during the Exodus by 
promising safety and health for their obedience (Ex. 15125-6); 
to t his end God continually tests His people: with the 
manna (Ex. 1614), with the giving of the law (Ex. 20z20), 
during the forty years in the wilderness (Deut. 812), by 
sending false prophets (Deut. 1313), by allowing heathen 
nations to live in Canaan (Judges 2122; 3:1,4). Such test~ 
ing is indicative of the special relationship which exists 
between God and His people, and those who remain faithful 
through such testing receive God's favor, thus the psalmist 
C , / ' / 
sings, "ool('yG-<o<<r0\1/"'E, KcJ('<E, Ko<c ff€(1Jol<TOV~f.., 
17Vf W <f'O\J TO~ S V f <ffo~S ,.,,u.ov /(~( T; I/ 1(-<.f'~ (-. V _,,M, 0 U II I 
Prove me, Lordt and try me; test my mind and my heart" 
( Ps. 25.(26] :2).14 In vivid apocalyptic symbolism concerning 
the "time of the end" Daniel 12:10 presents the single Old 
Testament instance in which it is not expressly mentioned 
, 
n-uf ow• refine = 
1~-. 
8 
that the men who are being tested are Israel and that God 
(althollfih it is implied) is doing the testing.15 The sub-
I 
sta.ntive ff£ '/1°'a;.uos is used for God •s action only three 
times, all in the L'ilose.ic discourses in 'Deuteronomy, and all 
referring to the great tribulations ( ,T< II'"'")'-' of. ) God / _.,. 
sent upon the Egyptians in choosing Hie people and calling / 
them out of Egypt (Deut. 4:34; 7&19; 29:2(3] ). 
I 
7rE 11o<}"-l is used also to describe man's testing of G·od, 
which in. the Old Testament is by and large sinful. It is 
not man's prerogative to teat God, for s uch testing ques-
tions God 's faithfulnesa--and often Hie very existence. 
At timer. God allov,ed His people to "test" Him, as with 
Gideon and t he fleece (Judges 6:39); Numbers 14:22 states 
tho.t the ten plagues 1n Egypt were ten tests of God •s pro-
mise to F.is people. Otherwiee, Israel's testing of God, 
I 
expressed by 7r£t!7o<5w, amounted to disobedience, thereby 
incurring God's displeasure: Ex. 17:2,7; Deut. 33:8; 
Psalm 77(78):41,56; 94(95)19; 105(106):14. In I saiah 7:12 
Ahaz refuses to put God to the test. In this area of man's 
/ 
testing God, the substantive n-cc;;C>(a;µo s is used in 
relation to only one event, the great testing at Massah 
(~x. 17). There the Israelites questioned the very axie-
tenoe of God among them (v. 7),16 and this -was considered 
,, 
16w. Bauer (Griechisches-Deutsohes Vlorterbuoh ..!J! !!!1 
9 
by Moses the grave and hostile act of putting God to the 
test; he therefore named the place Maesah ( sl -q?"Q) after 
God had· miraculously proven His faith£ulness. The Septua-
gint then translates t his name with /TE <(Jol<I)'A r{ l • This was 
the first time that Israel as a people had put her God to 
--
the test; this serious misdemeanor must not be forgotten. 
That the Old Testament throughout reserves the substantive 
'""'i') 7:) YJ only for reference to this event during the Exodus 
T -
ie noteworthy, especially since the LXX follows suit with 
Tn:cpo<~~s. ;17 Isi,ael is reminded of her sin in 
Deut. 6:16, 9:22, and Ps. 94(95):a.18 
1T € (fa{ l w is also used with respect to people testing 
other people, but never in a hostile sense: Solomon is 
Sohriften des neuen Testaments [Berlin: Alfred TBpelmann, 
1958), p. 1270) sees the intent of the Israelites here as 
trying to discover whether God really notices sin and is 
able to punish it. 
17As mentioned above, the word is used with God as the 
agent only in the i'J:osaic ape.aches in Deuteronomy, but not 
specifically in His direct dealing with Israel, rather in 
relation to His mighty acts of hostility against the Egyp-
tians in f1.,eetc.g His people ("by war, by great terrors, by 
n E < /l°' <1)'A- o ,/ , " etc. ) • The single possible e:x:ceptiOJl is in 
Eccl. 5:2, where most of t he r£S. read :fr, 1To<f'« ~\ v~r'"'c. 
• / > ' ~ ( ) t.Vc.JfT(O\I t:v n-~riBi, 1Tf\eo(creou ; Grabe A. D. 1709, 
howevei; sugeeate "~fc.fT'n«a-e-o'J for ffE<fJ«a;r<o'v , which 
/ 
Rahlfs accepts. Liddell-Scott (.2.12. ~., ~· 1355), in 
citing the ms. tradition, cites TTE lf'9'<J;MD.S for this pas-
sage; but lT~f'ca- TTo<a;«,<iJ is by far the better translation 
for ) ; 1~ in the Hebrew text. 
18The Hebrew text of Deut. 3318 refers to the testing 
of God at Massah, but the LXX reads "whom you tested with a 
test" ( fv 7r£(f"I ) . 
10 
tested by the queen of Sheba (1 Kings 1011; 2 Chron. 911); 
a steward tests Daniel and three other Israelites with 
vegetable diet (Daniel 1112,14).19 
iTc. '/l; > ~ is also used simply 1n the sense of "at-
tempt." Deut. 4134 (God attempted to choose a nation for 
Himself); l Sam. 17139 (David tries to walk 1n Saul's ar-
mor); Ecol. 211 ("I will make a test of pleasure"); Eccl. 
, '\ 
7124(23) ("a ll this I have tested by wisdom"). Also ou')(.<. 
,, 
ITf(fo(,V ~\ayd~v, Deut. 28:56, could be translated "who 
wouldn't even make an attempt. 11 
In conclusion to this brief Old Testament study, it 
can be seen that the verb Tr£. 't~>w in the LXX is used to 
express the idea of testing. God puts men to t he test; and 
1 t is Hie prerogative to test men, _to determine or to re-
establish their faithfulness to F.im. It is not the preroga-
tive of man to test God, however, to question thereby His 
faithfulness and existence among them; when men do t his, 
they sin. God allows Himself to be tested by man, but on 
His own terms (ten plagues 1n Egypt) and only when infi-
delity is .not involved (Gideon and the fleece). Secondly, 
the people whom God tests are 1!!! people, the Chosen Israel. 
Such testing is therefore a sign of God:'d special relation-
19 TT~r,.oO: f ~ is used ~nee again in this realm, but 
erroneously; th9> LXX reads J ]lJ~ for "'~ 1 ll 3. in Psalm 
34(35) :16, but tlTf. ,;.?«<Ttt1v hard'ty ' fits the con\ext. 
11 
ship to them, and lcnowing this the psalmist without fear 
can say, "Prove me, O Lora., and try rne; test my mi:ml a.nd 
my heart" (Psalm 25 26 12). A third dis covery of some 
importo.noe is ·that a personal s atanic Tempter who "tempts" 
!, 
_ .. , paopJ.e with the purpose of ma.lcing t hem fall away from God 
is never attached to Tr£, t; ~ w or Trc '/"'"r,,,,u/1 in the r..xx, 
nor to sl o '£) or 71-V J in the He brew text. A personal 
Tempter with a host of demonic powero to carry on 11 temp-
tation," as is found 1.n the la.ter Chr:tatian traditions, 
is not to be found in t he Old Testament. 20 Furthermore, a 
duali0tic struggle between the fo~ces of good and evil ia 
20rn ~ JV iJ is the "accuser" whose argument is 
with God, not with Job. lle does not have as his primary 
purpose a mere tempting of Job, but instead aims to prove 
to God that Job is f aithful to God only because He has 
pro~pered him (Job 1:9-11). 
There are s tj_ll two places in the la·ter Old Testa-
ment literature to be reckoned with: Zech. 3:11 and 
l Chron. 21:l. In the former passage J 'lJ i.J is clearly 
age.in "the Accuser," not a "Tempter." The latter pass-
age supports the faot of an eY..is ting belief in devils, 
but t his belief is not clarified in the least; to th.ts 
reference von Rad writes: 
Die &telle 1 Chr 21,1 is aber insofern nioht 
ohne Vleiteres a.uedeutbar, als der Zusam.menhang 
gar nicht ursprilnglich vom satan gehandelt hat, . 
sondern erst sekundir dieser Begriff aus religi6sen 
Bedenken als Korrektur in den Text gekommen ist. 
David war von Jah!e zu einer grossen sUnde1 der VolkszHhlung, verftihr.t worden; dieeeu anstos-
aigen Gedanken hat der spite Chronist nicht 
mehr in seiner Kilb.nheit ert~en: statt Jahwe 
eagte er aatan. (G. Von Rad, rt .t~o °>\ o .s ", 
Theolo isohes vr8rterbuoh zum l1euen Testament 
s uttgar : W. Kohifu.immerVerlag, 1935] t II, 
3) .. 
12 
~ distinctly foreign to the u.9e of 
/ Greek Old Testament. 21 
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha 
I 
1T€. r~~ os in the 
In the literature of the intertestamenta.1 period one 
sees the constant preoccupation of the writers toward 
strengthening, edifying, and praising those who have re-
mained faithful in Israel. It is the time of great perse-
cution and calamity : Palestine is now being constantly 
overrun by the heathen powers from west, north, and south; 
the people of God are being liquidated, suppressed, and 
dispersed throughout the Empire. It ia a time of great 
testing, aa is reflected by a number of the occurrences of 
7TE. c17.J. r..., and TTE r11-<.701.s • Again, as in the Old 
I Testamen·h, ,r~ 'fJ°' <f/""-o s is indicative of the special re-
lationship of God to His faithful. The words are found 
only in Wisdom _2! Solomon, Sirach, and the four Maocabean 
books, none of which were written earlier than 180 B. c.22 
2lseeseman in his article on the 7T ~ t,,P.o< worda in 
Kittel'e ~Brterbuch makes no attempt to distinguish care-
fully between concept and terminology, or between early 
uses of the words in the Old Testament and later ideas 
attached to them. He too easily connects later (yes / ./ 
I~ / Christian) ideas of 7TE 1,(lo<. 1 w and Tr'€ 1/J«r-_o.s to Gen. ( 
3:1-9 and Job, where the specific terms do not at all occur. 
-
22The earliest is Sirach, which Box and Oesterley date 
at 180-175 B. o., with its Greek translation at 132-116 
(in R.H. Charles, The A~ocrypba and Pseude!:bf,allha of~ 
Old Testament (Oxforcfiiarendon':Press, 19,; !, 2"9!). 
-
13 
, ,::..thermore, Satan or a personal supernatural tempter is not 
, connected with !Tc< to! ~w or 1T€f/'«~o/s. The predominant 
I 
meaning o:f the words ia "teat," "proving"; to "temptu some-
one with the purpose of bringing about his downfall (es-
pecially in sone spiritual or religious way) does not occur 
in this literature. 
Wisdom 3 :5 and 11 :9 use TT~<!'.: >w to mention God's 
testing. of the righteous and of Israel, promising His favor 
upon those who remain faithful throughout the testing. 
Wisdom 112 and Siraoh 18123 give stern warnings against 
putting God to the test, against challenging Him to prove 
Himself. It is not man's prerogative to test God. Sirach 
uses rrE (('.; ~"-J only once to express or refer to hostile 
testing, where the faithful are warned against the subtle 
testing and ruthless plotting of rulers (Siraoh 13:11); 
elsewhere, wisdom tests men with her demands (Sirach 4117), 
the wise man should test or prove his own soul (Sirach 37: 
27),and the ideal scribe tests good and evil (Siraoh 39:4). 
Hostile testing is expressed in Wisdom 2117, the testing of 
the righteous by the unrighteous \Vith physical torture and 
death; 4 Maccabees 9:7 and 15:16 also employ 1T~r;;c!r >w to 
Holmes (in Charles, ibid., I, 521) plaoee Wisdom of Solomon 
at 50-30 B. c. (first1iart only) and 30 B. c.-10 A. D. 
(second part)1 but R.H. Pfeiffer (The Anoor,jha [London: 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, Limited, n. d.:r;-p.~v dates it at 
100-50 B. c. l Maooabeesa 130-50 B. o. (Moffatt in Charles, 
ibid., I, 129); 3 Maccabees: 100 B. c. (Emmet in Charles, 
ID'fcf., I, 158); 4 Maccabeess 63 B. o.-38 A. D. (Townshend 
Iii11harles, ibid., vol. II, 654). 
-
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oxpr ass a tecti ne; tnro';.lgh suffeI.'ing. 
I 
7TE. '1°°'7 o s is used in Sirach 2:1 as a testing o:f 
the fai ·thful b ;f calamity, and Siraoh '33 (36) :1 promises de-
liverance through the testing for those who fear God; else-
where , wisdom gives man a testi~ (5irach 4 :17--the ph.~ase 
:to laclcing in the Greek text) and friends put eB.ch other 
to t he te:;,t (S.iraoh 6 s7; 27:5,7). The ::re.ntaining uses of 
t hP. ..-:rord a re in 44-: 20 and l iliaccabees 2 ; 52, where J~braham 
i s presented. 1:1.s un example for the pious in that he, being 
t e~t0d , was found f aithful. TestBJnen·t of Jos eph 2: 7 says 
that J oseph r emained f aithful t hrough ten tempt ations . 
The common usage (i.e., ~ithout religious connotation) 
of the words slso preve.ils: for "attemptn (1 Mace. 12:10 ; 
2 Mace. 2:35; 10:12; 11:19; 3 Mace. 1:25; 2s32; 4-&taco. 12:3; 
8 :1), for "experience" (Wisdom 18 :25). 
One is able to see from t hi~ brief overvie~ t hat the 
Old Testament apocryphal and pseudepigraphal ~ritings de-
' c" / velop the Old Testament uses of 7T ~ <;;« , kl and rr S:..tf°' <f?"'- 0 s 
in one direction only, in th~~ _of calamity and disaster as 
a testing .?'! the fa~ thful pious. This is a further refleo-
...., 
tion upon t he earlier uses of the 7T£. tfat - words expressing 
the epecial rolationahip between God and Hie people. But 
Sirf.l.oh 2:1; V!isdom 2:17, and 4 L1acc. 9:7 and 15:16 attach 
and unde~core the position of God•e people in the world a~ 
a position of tene£on, ten~ion caus ed on t he one hund by 
t l1eir w:l.llingneas to remain loyal to God and on t he other 
I 
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hand by the forces in the world striving to break down this 
loyalty. This, too, is a far cry from the picture of a 
cosmic dualistic struggle between t he forces of good and 
the forces of evil;23 depicted, rather, is the continuous 
predicament of the faithful trying to remain faithful 
during difficult years of persecution and suppression. 
There ia, furthermore, no indication of a personal satanic 
Tempter with a host of supernatural demonic powers being 
attached to rrtcfc!c,°?'-l and TT£ (f o<70~. 
Ju<J.aism 
In the Rabbinic literature ntemptation'1 in the sense 
of 11 testing" is first of all a means which God employs to 
affirm His relationship to His faithful people and eventu-
ally to bring them honor and blessing. S,track-131Uerbeck 
notes: 11 Der Zweck der Vereuchung 1st nach rabbin. 
Anschauung die Erh8hung des in der Versuchung Bewghrten u. 
die Verherrlichung gBttl. Gereohtigkeit. 11 24 
23The strongest oosmic-dualistic note in this litera-
ture is found in the first century A. D. writing, Assump-
tion of Moses 1011 (where Satan is vanquished at the appear-
aii'ci of God ta kingdom "throughout all His creation" ) , and 
1n the Testament of Dan 5 (late second century B. C.), the 
only place in all~h'I's9literature which speaks of a battle 
between God and Satan. So Paul Volz, Die Eschatol.2,gie der jftdischen Gemeinde (second edition of "J'mrische Esoliatoiogi'e 
von Daniel bis Akiba 1Tilbingen1 J. c. B. Mohr, 1§631; 
!u6'ingen1 r.o. B. Mohr Paul Siebeok, 1934), p. 88. 
24Herman L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar ~ 
neuen Testament aue Talmud und Midrash (third unaltered 
------- ----------- ---- ----
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Gerade diese Entsprechung aber von Versuchung and 
Glauben hat im Judentum zu einer beeonderen Betonung 
dee Gedankene gefiihrt, daes ea vorzilglich der 
Gerechte, der Fromme, ist, der von Gott versuoht 
wird.25 
By and large it is God who is the agent of the testing (by 
"agent" is meant here and throughout this thesis the one 
I 
who puts the test or the "Jl'E'<f'o<'l)"O .s into effect, the 
one who does the testing, or tempting), and such testing 
is seen by the rabbis to be done to show the believers• 
firmness of faith. Abraham becomes the prime example jbr 
the £aithful, the prototype of true believers; so important 
a rule does his testing take that he is depicted as having 
remained faithful in ten tests (Apocalypse 2! Abraham 5:3): 
"Durch zehn Verauchungen wurde unser Vater 
Abraham versucht und bestand sie alle, um zu 
bekunden, wie gross die Liebe unseres Vaters 
Abraham (zu Gott) war."26 
That such temptations served to glorify Abraham is shown in 
Apoc. Abr. 13:13-14, where even the possibility of Abraham's 
fall through testing is rejected because of his piety and 
edi·tion; .. Mt\ohen: c. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1961), 
I, 135; hereafter abbreviated "Straok-B." 
. 25Joachim Hans Korn, iEIP/l~M0~1 Die Versuohung 
~~in der ~riec schen Bibel (Stultgarti 
~r!ag-;-!9 7), p. 58. 
26Quoted by Sees~mann ~ .Q!!•, P• 26. Also said of 
Abraham in Jub. 19:8 \cf. i:nrl) and if Pirque Aboth 514. 
Strack-B. cites tractate Arakbin 15a as mentioning how the 
fathers tested God ten times in the wilderness. 
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steadfast faith. 27 Other Old Testament heroes are praised 
because of their faithfulness in being teated: Isaac, 
Jacob, Moses, Noah, Joseph, Levi, David, Isaiah, Hezekiah, 
Tobit, Tobiaa,and Job.28 It is safe to say that these men 
£! heroes for the very reason that they did remain faith-
ful and steadfast throughout great testing. It then be-
comes a presupposition that God's people are and will be 
put to the test; yes, they are to expect it. For the con-
stant tension between obedience and disobedience is the 
characteristic position of the people of God during their 
. 
lifetimes in this worlds 
Jeden£alls spielt sich der Kampf zwischen beiden 
Trieben 1m Herzen des Mensohen ab. Der Kampf selbst 
wird anechaulioh geschildert. Sobald der Mensch 
ein Gebot ftben oder ein gutes Werk vollbringen 
will in ttbereinstimmung mit Gottee Willen, erhebt 
der b8se Trieb als Verftihrer seine versucherische 
Stimme dagegen u. stellt dem Menschen vor, dase 
er gr8sseren Vorteil haben werde, wenn er das 
betreffende Gebot oder gute Werk nicht zur 
Aus':ft\hrung bringe. Aber auch der gute Trieb schweigt 
nicht: mahnend und warnend weist er auf die Tora 
hin und fordert Gehorsam gegen Gottes Willen. Die 
Entscheidung ruht in des Menechen Hand .• 29 
It is also God's prerogative to test, and men are 
warned not to engage themselves in putting others or Go~ to 
the test. David did not remain faithful in temptation be-
27Korn, ~· .2!!•, P• 5'3 • 
28Ib1d., pp. 60-70. 
29straok-B., IV, 470-1. 
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cause he brought it upon hi11'1Belf.30 
/ 
According to Seeaemann the word TT~<f'«~o s is ab-
sent :tn J?hilo and Josephus. 31 He also says the aa>ne about 
the Qumra.n l iterature, but Kunn32 notes an occurrence of 
~ 0] in Hodayoth 2 :14, in the phrase,}.;, J ~ TI 1 ?J]} 1 
10 l l'.J, v1hich Gaster33 translates "a standard :for thom 
that love correction." Kuhn haa also pointed out (Seesemann 
concurs) that in· the Qurnran material the situation of the 
f aithful i R that of constant "Angefochte:neein, 11 but th-9,t 
t he i deas hore present are dependent upon ideas £rom 
ancient Persian r-eligion, whose "people of the truth and 
people of the lie" are represented in the scrolls by the 
"sons of lig.ht" seen over against the 1norld, the "Herr-
schaftP>bereich Delia.ls," i.e., Satan.34 
In Judais.m the.• mBin trends connected with testing are 
3<>seeaemann, loc. cit. 
--
31Ibid. But Bauer, .21!.• oit., notes the following oc-
currences o:f irE.'I'°': JosephusAnt. Jud. 8,166 and Contra 
A£ion 2,183; TT~11C: ~..., s Jos. BeII'a "Jun. 4,340; 7rt!p..(w : 
P ilo's De Sacrificiis Abelis et ca!iiI' 123; Jos. c. Apion 
1,70; 2,283:· 1:Kn-~</J•'h.J : Phi!o's Oongressu guarendae 
Erudi tionis · ~ratia 170 and ~ rr~ '/«<rros: Joa. Bella ~. 
5,364 and 7,c:.62. 
32K. G. Kuhn, Konk:ordanz zu den Qumrantexten (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960),~. 143. 
33T. Gaster, The Dead Sea Scriptures in English Trans-
lation (Garden City: Dou1>leday & Oompany,"'"Inc., l956), 
p. 129. 
/ r / ,~ 
'34K. G. Kuhn, "/!~<f'-'<S;M:os - aµ.,~prctJ -o-ot,.o ~ 1m neuen Testa-
ment und Qie damit zusammerihl!ngenden Vorstell~en," Zeit-
sohrift ~ Theologie ~ Kirohe, Vol. 49 (1952), 205-:g:-" 
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the praise and glorification of those who remain faithfu1. 
It is God Who does the testing, but never as an act of 
judgment or hostility; along with such testing, Iie--0ffere 
His rewards to those who remain faithfal, "• •• Gott 
prilft die Armen: wennsie nicht entarten in dieser Welt, 
so empfangen sie ihren Lohn in der Zukunft. • • • Gott 
erhebt keinen Mensohen zur Herrschaft, ea sei denn, daes 
er ihn zuvor geprftft u. erprobt hat; u. wenn er in seiner 
Versuchung besteht ; dann erhebt er ihn zur Herrachaft. 11 35 
Patristic Literature 
In the literature of the apostolic fathers36 the 
figure and force of a: satanic fempter is at last ·clearly 
present. Thia is, of course, due to the New Testament and 
to the role which the devil (Satan) and his hosts play in 
the faith of the earliest Christians. But lT<</'~)tJ and 
/ J TTE<floi~~o s are found in the hostile sense of ••temptll 
7 and "temptation° only when connected with the figure of the 
! 
devil. Other.vise the words retain their usual common 
meaning of "teat" and "testing," and even simply "to attempt" 
35From the Tanchuma mishphatim 94b, quoted in Straok-B., 
I, 136. 
36The Didache, Clement of Rome, Ignatius of Antioch, 
Polyoarp of Smyrna (including the Martyrdom), Papias of 
Hierapolis, Epistle of Barnabas and Shepherd of Hermas. 
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to do eomething.37 The later developed phase of tempta-
tion in a "mystical ascent of the soul" does not yet ap-
pear in this literature.38 On the contrary, one notes a 
practical intent by which the fathers express their con-
cern for the lives of the Christians, seeking to encourage 
them in the face of hardship and persecution, which are 
often explained as diabolic temptation toward apostasy. 
So the Shepherd of Hermas observes in Hermas i'ii1an.dates XII, 
5:1-4: 
I said to him, "Sir, listen to a few words from 
me. 11 "Say wha-t you will, n he said. "Sir, 11 said 
I, "man d.esireA to keep the commandments of God, 
and there is none that does not pray to the Lord 
that he may be made strong in his commandments, 
and submit to them. But the devil is hard, and 
oppresses them." "He cannot," said he, "oppress 
the servants of the Lord who hope in him with all 
their heart. The devil can wrestle with them, 
but he cannot throw them down. If then you 're-
sist him' he will be conquered and 'fly from you' 
in shame. But as many, n said he, 0 as are empty 
f'ear the devil as though he had power. V'lhen a 
man fills very many pots with good wine, and 
among those pots a few are half empty, he comes 
to the pots, and does not consider those which 
are full, but he knows that they are full, but 
lie looks at those which are half empty, fearing 
that they have gone sour and the flavour of the 
wine is spoilt. S,o also the devil comes to all 
37In the sense of "attempt"s Martyrdom of Polycarp 
1312, 2 Clement 17:3,and Ignatius to the Magnesiane 711; in 
the sense of "test'': Hermas Similitudes VIII, 2:7; )>j-dache 
11:7, and 2 Clement 2012. Didaohe 11:7 uses 7TE(/J"' ~..., in 
the sense of "examine." 
38The first important author to name temptation as one 
of the steps in the mystical ascent was Origen in his Homily 
to Numbers 27; see Johannes Quasten, PatrologY (Utrecht1 
Spectrum Publishers, 1953), II, 97-8. 
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the servants of God, tempting them; as many 
therefore : as are :lull of' .f\ J.i th wi thstanc.1 him 
powerfully, and he departs from them, hav.:..ag no 
rooni by which to enter. Then, t herefore, :1e 
oomes to those who are half empty and fini ing 
room he e:i.tters into theru , and doas wha.-t h e will 
in them, and they become his servants. 0 39 
The role of the devil is that of the Opponent, the 
Adversary of' the Christian community, "prowling around. 
• • 
seeking whom he may devour. 11 There is as yet, however, no 
developed primitive demonology apparent in this literature 
(as in the writings of the ascetic desert monks, who were 
constantly being irritated by minor devila40), as is seen 
by tho ltee of the article with every occurrence of b',~b~ot, 
the word occurring only once in the plura1.41 It is the 
devil's purpose to break the righteous (Harm. Mand. XI, 3), 
setting his snares (Ig. Trall. 811), and tortures (Rom. 5z3) 
for the Christians, seeking to cause Sc~v X'<~ (Herm. Uand. 
IX, 9, 11) and unrighteous desires (Harm. Nland. XII, 2 :12). 
The Christiana are urged to turn away from the devil a."'ld 
never to be afraid of him (Herm. Mand. XII, 4:6; VII, 2-3; 
VI, l; Eg. Eph. 10:3), for the devil is really powerless 
and will have no final victory (Herm. Mand. XI, 17; XII, 
39Kirsopp Lake, The A~oatolic Fathers (Londonz 
Heinemann., 1917), 11;1:'!4-. 
\'Jiliiam 
40cf. Helen Waddell, The Desert Fathers (University of 
Michigan Press: Ann Arbor Books, 1957}, passim. 
41In Folycarp's Letter to the Philippians 512; cf. E. J. 
Goodspeed, Index Patristious sive Olavis Patrum ADostolioorum Qperum (Leipzigz J. c. Rlnriclis"sohe Buchhandiung, 1907), p. 50. 
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4:6; Similitudes VIII, 3:6), which victory belongs alone to 
the Christians (Herm. Sim. IX, 31:2; Uand. XII, 612,4). 
Everything unchristian is spoken of as being from the devil& 
"Whosoever does not confess the testimony of the Cross 1s 
of the devil: and whosoever perverts the oracles of the 
Lord for his own lusts and says that there is neither resur-
rection nor judgment-this man is the first-born of Satan." 
(lg. Phil. 7:1) Ignatius, with his preoccupati.on with the 
power and authority of the bishop, says to the Smyrnaeans: 
11He v,ho does anything without the knowledge of the bishop 
i~ serving the devil. (Ig. Phil. 911). 
I The word rr~tfa((9,,.os is used clearly in connection 
with the work of the devil in 2 Clement 18:2, where the 
writer says that he has "not yet escaped temptation, being 
( ""'""' ) "\ ,., Still in the devices Of the devil TO C .S Of Q~Vo< i TOV 
b ( °"~ 6 \oo ) • tt Its other occurrences are in Ig. Phil. 
I 7 s 2 , where 7T E. t f o{ ~ 0 .s ie seen as false teaching, and 
/ 
Herm. ~,fand. 9s7, where 7T~c~~cr;,,a-os in the life of a 
Christian is a factor which delays the answer of prayer. 
/ 
Didache 812 uses TrE<f°"~os in its recitation of the 
OUr Father. 
The fact and necessity of testing and trial in the 
Christian life carries with it a promise of victory and 
blessing in the ends "We must undergo the testing 
~ ( 7Tt \/«" ) of the living God and in this life be trained, 
so that we may be crowned in the life which is to come" 
23 
(2 CJlera . 20: 2 ). ~~he angel of r epentance wants tlle shepherd 
to undergo t j:"ial (Herm. ;;:.im. YII, 1), and later mal~es 1 t 
cleo.r t hat 11.A.ll t hos e • • • \Vho wrestled with the devil and 
conquered him have bee:a crov,ned" (VI I I, 3:6). Thia practi-
ca l concern ~or the l ives of the Christia:as a.11.q. t he attempt 
to explain their hardships and persecution as / IT£(/'°'~ o .s 
i s t he underlying intent of the literature of the apostolic . 
f a t hers. •rhe writers s,ee the Christian life as a llfe of 
tensi on between steadfast loyalty to God and apostasy. 
Testing ( IT~< pd< <w, rr £ 7 po< ) is a necessary factor toward 
repentance and God 's f avor (Parables 7 and 8 or the HerI?las 
Similitudes ). 7T~<f'.1 )w is thus not used i n the hostile -; 
I 
sense, but characterizes God's activity in nurturing Hie / 
' 
people.42 The hostile sense of "teniptation" i s expressed 
I 
by 7Tt: <,,ooe ~o s. , and is that activity carried on by the 
devil in seeking to cause apostasy an.d unfai thful.nese with-
in the Christian COIDI!limity (2 Clem. 18s2). 
The New Testament: Acts, the Epistles and the Apocalypse 
-
A striking difference between the previously reviewed 
literature and that of the New Testament is that, in the 
.... 
case of the latter, the hostile sense of the IT"~</'~ words 
becomes very prominent 'and occurs comparatively with muoh 
4 .2The nhrase "being tempted by the aost wicked devil·' 
occurs only~in the Latin text of Harm. Sira. IX, 31:2 : 
"temptatue a nequissimo diabolo. •• 
------
i 
---
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greeter frequency. The common meaning of "e.ttem.pt" oocurs 
only i n ~ ( ,n: r f)!t_ ~ w t 9: 26 ; 16 : 7; 24 : 6 J' IT c < ~ ./ w 
[i.n th.e ~ voic!J 26 t2l). In the ~i terature outside 
I 
the Gospels 7T~ t /o< ~ w is used ae "teet11 or "examine" 
(where no hostility or sin is ~ntended by the subject) 
only three times, in 2 Cor. 13:5 (Paul urging the Chris tians 
to examine the_meelves to see whether they are holding to 
the faith), in Hebrews 11 :17 (in reference to God •s testing 
Abraham) and in Rev. 2t2 (the Ephesian Christians have ex-
I"\ 
amined false apostles). TT~ (;'o< occurs only twice, in 
Heb. 11: 29 and 36 (and both times with ~~;B~v~iv ),4B 
the first meaning "attempt , " the second in the sense of 
11 exper ience." lT~c~?w as used elsewhere expresses the 
hostile (sinful) testing of God (e) by Israel in the wilder-
ness (Heb. 3:9 refers to Massah; 1 Cor. 10:9 refers to Num. 
21 i 5-6, where no lT~Cf°" - word occurs), (b) by Ananias and 
Sapphira (Acts 151·10, Peter's s peech at the Jerusalem confer-
ence). 7T£.(r~l>.J es Satan's sinister work is expressed in 
l Oor. 7:5, l These. 3:54J and Rev. 2:10, and is implied in 
Gal. 6:1, Heb. 2s·l8J 4115, 1 Oor. 10:13, and James lrl3-14. 
Rev. 3 :.10 speaks of the "hour of trial which is coming on the 
whole world, to try those who dwell upon the earth"'; th:is 
4,The same combination appears in Deut. 28s56 (LXX). 
4~In this passage Satan is called "the Tempter" 
( oc lTE. ( f J ~ c.., V ) • 
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bears hostile meaning for those who are not faithful to 
God. 
I 
The substantive lT! f;Oo<cs;,«- o s. is consistently used in 
a foreboding and hostile sense throughout this literature. 
The word is used once in reference to Israel's sinfulness 
at Maasah (Heb. 3:8 = Exodus 17). / ffT.. • I «<y" 0 ~ is also 
used in Acts 20:19 to express the Jews' hostility against 
Paul; in 1 Tim. 6:9 where desire for riches brings one 
I into 1T~c;,c1~,,s; in 1 Peter 116 and 4:12 where the 
/ Christians' are to rejoice at the imminent 7T~<l'°'~o< they 
must endure; in 2 Peter 2:9, which assures that the Lord 
) 
"' knows how to rescue the godly e K 1T C c./otcr~o V • in Rev C. ,, ' • 
3:10, which speaks of the sinister hour of trial destined 
for the ungodly; and in l Cor. 10:13, where God is not the 
/ 
originator of the Chri~tians' lTE</«~ 0 < , but the One 
who sets limits to them and makes escape from them possible. 
It has been suggested that Gal. 4:14 does not clearly 
/ 
fit into this category, but uses 1,Ect4o1<r,,µ-os as a temp-
tation for the Christians to reject Paul and his message 
because of "something in the apostle's physical condition. 1145 
Much more must be said than this, however. De Zwaan46 had 
-------
45E. Burton, T'(NEpiytll to the Galatians (International 
Critical Commentary ew or 1--Cliirles Scribner's Sons, 
1920), p. 241 • 
.¢6J. de Zwaan, "Gal. 4:14 aus dem Neugriechischen 
erkHlrt," Zei tschrift :tf1r die neutestamentlichen Wissen-
s ch~ft, X (1909), 246-50. 
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' / 
already suggested that rov 1T< lfl"'9"-0V be explained from 
modern Greek, which views the word as 0 eine volkstilmliche 
Bezeichnung des Teufels": 
Die Propaganda der lTo<f'~:rrdtt<o<. ~ €o~..f~€.~+<>c hat 
auch die K~ankheit des Paulus vervrertet. Er ist >x .. 'C .... ,, , .., 
o u .:3 s ~c.s , er hat einen 7Te <)'.tpoi e v ra 
<S"o<f>I(< , das heist: "Paulus 1st kein :normaler 
Mensch, er hat einen Teufel im LeibeZ 114·r 
Heinrich Schlier observes: 
/ 
Der JTEC/°'~os beetand darin, dass die Krankheit sie (the Christians) dazu drEl.ngte, Paulus und mit ihm 
Gott bzw. Christus selbst abzU\veisen. Sie haben 
sie ilber~unden und den Boten des Heils in dem 
Kranken erkannt. Sie haben ihn nicht verachtet 
and nicht vertrieben, ja sie haben sogar ihre 
Furcht vor dem fUr sie dH.moniech emphasis mine 
besessenen Kranken besiegt. >E'~wTJw ist die 
apotropRisohe Geste, die man gegen die 
dRmonischen Einflilsee von Kranken, vor allem 
von Epiliptikern und Wahneinnigen, aber auch 
von anderen Leidenden answendet. Sie haben sich 
freigemacht von der Scheu vor Bezauberung und 
haben sogar in dem d&monisch Befallenen einen 
Engel Gottes erkannt, haben ihn ala einen 
solchen, ja ale Ohristu~ Jesus selbat aufgenommen. 
Sie haben damit den 1<uf"<os anerkannt, der in 
seinem .A.pastel, verborgen durch dessen ~<rfh:vHo< 
.~ s <ro<;1 xrfs , zu ihnen kam.48 
It is interesting that both de Zwaan and Schlier suggest 
) ,0 / ...... / 
diabolic activity behind Paul.'s o<<rt.rt:..'lf:<o< •ri s <r-o<fl('os 
in v. 13; this is, of course, in accord with 2 Cor. 12:7, 
I "' " >/ \ 
where this 1'cr~VE<e< is called CJ'/(0~0'¥ 111 <rcy:11<< 1 o<~~Enos 
<ro( Td.v~, the latter two words being an explanatory appoei-
47Ibid., p. 247. 
-
48Heinrich Sohlier, Der Brief an die Galater (third 
editiont Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 19~)-:-i)p. 210-11. 
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tive. ~he result of thie satanic activity is then a 
I 
17~yao1.cr;u,.o s to cauee the Galatians to reject Paul and there-
by God and Jesus Christ. This is the work of Satan1 to , 
- · I 
hinder the ·;rnrlc of God ·'s sa.lvation a:mong potential believere/ ----··· 
. I 
and to cause apostasy and unbelief among the :faithful. To 
> C\/ ,., / 
understand o<cr<7t.r~<o< rrt.s "~fKos to mean simply an un-
fortunate (or natural) physical handicap apart from the 
work of Satan is not to u.nderst~d the hostile and sinister 
I . 
character of TT£ c~.x~o ~ l Al.though we cannot pursue the 
matter mo.re deeply in this thesis, we might well recall the 
<. I '> 
majority of Paul's usages of. 'l <rci<f' l , wi tl1 its decidedly 
negative quality and its clear relationship to the natural 
depravity of man (Gal. 5il6; 19-21~ Rom. 7:18), by which 
man by nature is subject to S,atan'•s rule. In Gal. 4:13-14 
) {)/ .., , 
the connection, then, of ot er~ v { <"' r ~ .s c:r°Y' Kos with 
I TT.!<l"'?-o s , in the context of a possible rejection of 
the Gospel message, seems to be no neutral idea but rather 
the hostile and sinister work of Satan. Furthermore·, to 
> ,0 I ...-, 
suggest the precise nature of Paul •a o<<r ~ vf<« rri s 
I <::ri-° Ko s would be folly. It definitely !!. for Paul a 
physical burden, and Schlier suggests the possibility of 
some form of epilepsy or attacks of hysteria,49 but one must 
speak here without certainty. 
James lcl3-14 has caused no little concern among exe-
49Ibid., p. 211, footnote one. 
-
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getes in tha t it is the only New Testament passage which 
expressly refuses to name God as the agent o:r /TC< I J ~ c.v f 
'" '>' >(I' indeed lT£1fl<><'~' ~E. o<uTo.s ou~t""'• Dibelius50 sees here a 
traditional attempt t o explain away God •a "tempting 11-activi ty, 
as 1 Chron. 21:l doee with 2 Sam. 24:1,51 and ae Jubilees 
17:16 does with Gen. 22:1; but the latter example is not 
used accurately by Dibeliua (for God is challenged by 
Mastem.e. but still does t he "tempting" of Abraham). The 
predioari.ent is solved, however, when one keeps in mind the 
/ 
usage of lr e- r~o<c:r;,«-0 .t : throughout the LXX Old Testament, 
in the New Tes t ament and i n post-New Tes t ament literature 
it has a hos tile or sinful connotation; in the Apocryphal 
and Pseudepigraphal literature (the \?'/Ords occurring only 
in Wisdom ,£1. Solomon, Sirach and the Maccabean books) the 
"' ,rs.c~« -words only seldom have hostile characfuer, and when 
they do it is never with God as the agent. 
then; seen especially with its usually hostile· character; 
i s !!2! God' s activity over agains t the believers . Therefore, 
I 
when we notice that t he use of 7TC. < /1°' 5 ~ < and the re-
spective discussion in Jamee 1:13-14 is prompted in the first 
/ > ' n place by the statement in verse 12, /V}c(,<offJ'os r;(V?f o s 
< / I 
urro,A.A.,EVl.c n-e<e«<r&ov , and seen in the greater context 
/ J > 
50Martin Dibeliua, Der Brief des Jakobus (second edition; 
G8ttingens Vanden~oeck & Ruprecht, 1956), p. 88. 
5lof. von Rad quotation, supra, p. a, footnote one. 
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of vers e 2, ff';tq-o< v X "{~~ v ~ ~ 1 a-o1 er 9-{ 1 ~ff:. 'rvf, o ~ o u, 
~ , ,, 
oro1.v 1TE\N,a;uo£.S ffE.f c ne,? TE !To, t< < 1\6< .s , we realize 
t hat hos tility and f oreboding over against the f aithful 
, 
i s 'being :c:Jigna lled by IT~ <f°'<l)« os , and. in 
I C"' '\ , " r,. i\ J ames mu~:t say 7TE(!7oE)E.< o~ ""'uros \90~ 
t his sense 
, (" I 
c.oo~vo< 
• 
') (/ 0 \ 17 < , 5'-The I.1hras e i n verse 14, £Ko<.<:rTos 0£ l'TC(!7o<~Erdc ulTo 
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.... )("I,. > "' / Li,... / < / 
T'1S 'O(o(S e.lT(C:l~'o( <r"O)..~o(,OO<JG'"o( ,,KT€( ~o<f'T<ocv does 
not s a y- ,tha t it is the £/Tl~~<-"-< which o.oes t h e tempting; 
r ather E lT <. 9-u/"- (,<. here is 'the means ( or channel) through 
which t he tempting occurs. This i s s upported by l Tim. 6 :9, 
where "those who desire to,be rich fall into a .,,-~,/'""9-'o'v.n 
Cf. Mark 14 :'38 , where ,-f <ro<f J' ~ ti' 8~ v r( ~ is t he mee.na through 
which one falls into fff. '!'oL ?-'ts. 
,.. 
'the lTfr to(. ...:/101·d~ oaour tweuty- o1~ ·time~ ,1!1 1,;h(t r-;e ·1 
1'rmte::1ent Go!.i :r:ielr- , only t t'>li ce 1n 1:hQ ~ urth t;oa)lel (nnd one 
of -t~}: E.m~ ooeur:r-enoen in J ohn 816 .i n in i;he cout8Xt of ..,. 
mirloot,n o:f. doubtful aut h .. m1tici t~; ). :Pl e-re ar~ t:,even oc- i 
curr m1er.n in the o~in.tc}r°t < .f -t~ .. o 1;::e:nptntion of Jeoue i i!·ri-
' co r)o: !Te<fk<"?w in ."t- tt 4 ~1 ; 4i3 (\1here tnc deVil iz, called 
J 7T ~ <fl~ ? w v ) , . ~1a rk .t : l 3 nn<i r.uke 4 i 2 and l; ; l K rr e t f'.f} w 
/ 
in -r( tt 4 : 7 und £1..1k:c 4 i12 & and llE'(f'°'~os. in u •ke 4 113. 
/ ffl:"f/J°'7 as i r.; m:ie.:i. t1 ... ine i n tb.~ r eoi t -'lt'ionn ot' t he 1Jur 
6t~t her, :~ut t . 6=l3 ,-::rn1 .;."iu.ke 11:4·, and :u:iur ·ti1.2es in con-
nect1.on \7i t . the vu·1...-mt.ng o"J? JeouG to tho d.1oc .1J!}ler; in 
Cicthnez..1fme, · •. at•t . ~(; i 41, ':a:rl, 14 1'38, a:nu J..uko 22 i 40 . 46. 
"fh cHHJ 't.1reo peri.col'Joe {1111 be treEltea it\ the f Qllowing a ub-
d i v i ei<>ns of t hil; chapter . 
The rnM inin5 pnae:ul~oo s~1ow NJ t e ~o. t 001..'!li' on unage 
I 
of 'lT'C(/Jo<.~~ the trequent a t tempt s of ,J&SWJ ' or.,;,ononts t o 
tra p him t heolt1gioally or polit1oally1 ::.!ark 0 :11 ( ~!att. 
l 6alJ Luke l l i l6 ) , where Jeaua i s aeked t o proTe hiU1Salf by 
a s i gn from heaven.91 1;a r k 12115 (Matt. 22118 ), where Jeeus 
l The rel.ution of t hie da1u1n1d to t~lflt \'Jf the deTil in 
the ~e~ptation $tor,y ie evident. 
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reoognizes the question concerning the paying of taxes to 
/ I Ca.es ar as pu ttil1g him to the tee t ( r < /€ IT£ y:'-<? o T ~ ) ; 
f.iark 10:2 (Matt. 19a3), where the Pharisees question Jesus 
on divorce; .iiJa t ·t. 22:35, where a lawyer asks Jesus for the 
> I-:, 
greatest comm~dment in ·the Law. ~Klf~((?-<'S CJ is used 
again in. Luke 10:25, where a lawyer asks Jesus what he must 
do to inherit eternal life; th.is need not be seen as a hos-
tile attempt to trap Jesus, but instead a test of Jesus' / 
knowledge of the La\7 (N. B. a a lawyer asks the q_uestiony .._,,,. 
and of his ability in inter1>reting it.2 
I 
Two lone occurrences of 1TEe;ao<r-or are Luke 22:28, 
:1here Jesus aaya to the disciples, "You are the ones who 
/ 
have contillued wi ta me during my /Tf.. (;do<a;uo(., " and Luke 
8:13 , in the parable of the Sower, where the fate of the 
seed on the rook is symbolic for those who apostatize 
> " .... Ev 1<o< y, '1,J ffl"<;4°'~ou • The sinister character of 
/ 
TT~ yOot<v<-< o.s in the latter passage is suggested by the 
parallel accounts, where both Matthew and dark read 
B~ { v, ~WI '~ ~< w v,c.oJ instead; perhaps Luke •a variation 
is done for the benefit of his Gentile readers, for whom 
2A. Plummer.!. Critical~ Exe etioal Commentary ,sm 
the Gospel accord~ to St. Luke International Critical 
"l!omz:ientarz) (New~-;- lniaries Ser ner s ons, !902), 
p. 284: · 
Neither this question nor the one respecting the 
great commandment was calculated to place Jesus 
1n a diffioul ty, but, ra ther1 to test Bis ability 
as a teachers the E 1(__1TE. y,ei<'?w • • • does not 
imply a sinister attempt·. to ·entrap Him. 
11 t r ibvl·>.tion an.d J)er~ecution,e' es:oeoinlly 9.t th.e hand.a of 
Rome , .have cnuaed s t::?ri oun ''temµ tat1on° to B.!JO!'ltaey . 
~ha on1J t vrn !HJ.O. ager: uoin:; ~<~ ?w in the Fourth 
f'oen ;,el e.re 6 :'5, v,he:re tTesun tee t s Philip with. the ,p1estion 
ooncerninf.i; food tor. t he fi:vo t honsand W!'?O had :followed. him, 
and r3 ,6 (whin.~! occurn in r:i ~erieor>e omitted by ttoet of t he 
I 
e!l.d ITG <f«'J?-' o s in the !'Iev,r Tes ta"?l.en t 
<:os;Jel f' h9,Ve t riken on a deoidedly soocie:\. chars.cte'.l' . The 
unar1e i:".l exelus t·re l.Y theolo~ioal, always having 90l!le eon-
eentit'.~ l":imself (a.l"ld. whom t to evn.·at)';elir;,t3 nre nre2en-ti.ng. 
ao " th.e Chr13t .. 11 Tho si:nnl~ s ense of 11attemptn does not 
of. J esus (i.e. J 1harlseez , Sa~(lucees, fierodia.ns, scribe~, 
lraw,ve:ri3) oueation. ,Jeaus; but not only are t hey s im't'ly aes-
tio~..:i.ng him, th~J are 3lso at the oa:~e time tastin5 him,3 
att,arnr,ting to o ill f orth ar.. impro-pe·r res:;?oue,e either from 
hi:& or from the people who observe the situation. T!lie indi-
cates a theolo~ical presupposition in the eVP.~geliete' re-
portinf, wt loh, bf. clearly eettiug Je~us' o},.~llengers 
3 P~rhc.;o in tnia oense tr£~ ;>w 
L:i ted 1vi t h "tr:t~1pt . tt 
1~ better trans-
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opposite him, interprets the questions as s atanic hostility 
toward Jeaus,4 the attempt to discredit him or to bring him 
to a fall. The evangelists say tha.t this attempt is recog-
nized by Jesus, who realizes their hypocrisy (Mark 12:15; 
/ C / 
M~.tt. 22:18 substitutes ffDV'lf'"'V for Mark's u,roK~ccr,v) 
/ /( 
and asks T( r€. 7TE(f« ~Te (with Matthew adding 
C / I< 
urrot<f'''o(,t ). lT~\IJo<"w occurs without hostile intent 
only onoe, and this in John 6:6, where Jesus tests Philip; 
whether the use of TrE If'); c.J here and the failure of 
Phil ip to answer the test question points to Philip's lack 
of faith5 or simply to hie naivete6 is debatable. 
/ 
7TECf°"a;,«-os, on the other hand, is used always with a note 
of foreboding and danger. 
The Temptation of Jesus 
The Markan Account 
Mark 1:12-13 is the shortest of the synoptic accounts 
of the Temptation Story. Whether this records the first 
4Matt. 16:1 and Luke 11:16 record the demand for a 
sign from heaven that Jesus prove himself; the evangelists• 
use of 7T L <f7ol;"" recalls the dev11 •s demands 1n the 
Temptation story. 
5c. K. Barrett, The Gos~ according to st. John 
(London: Society for~omot ohrlstian Knowledge, 1960), 
p. 22~. 
6Rudolph Bultman, Das Ev~elium des Johannes (8th 
edition; G8ttingen1 Vandenho~ & Ruprecht, l962), P• 157. 
-· 
.. 
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r.int o:f a Temptat1.or. e tory in the ·tradition or Y!hether it 
i s a s urn!.1ary of alree.c.ly exis ting ar.1.d more detailed ac-
counts i H one 11robliem; anotho1~ ii:, the e:eemingly mor e ayru.-
bolio chara.cte!' of :tfa.rk ' u account in. co~t;,!).rieon to ~h.e 
others, poinJGing to J·esua ' person a.11d work rather than to 
an his ·t;orical event in his life. Thie latter problem is 
more related to our subject and bears therefore some dis-
cussion. 
The very conciseness of Mark's accoui1t raiseEJ t-.:o 
possj.bil i ties: either (1) t he evangelist l!ad no knowledge 
of a ~emptation £~ory tradition which deocribed & three-
scene face-to-;faoe confrontation with the devil (as in 
IJiatthevr and Lu.lee) or (2) he is not interested in recounting 
historically the full details of such an event in the life 
of Jesus. The vocabulary suggests theological purposes 
for the account, which oan be seen without resorting to 
cr ass allegory. ' ' ~ All three s ynoptics mention To llve~ 
as causing Jesus' journey into the wilderness, but Mark 
says that the Spirit "cast him out11 into the wilderness; 
., I \c > ' >/ the ~K.~Xf\~< ~,s Tqv f:f?.J-'-ov' might suggest to the 
Jewish reader the casting out of the scapegoat on the Day 
of Atonement.7 but 09uld on the other hand hint of God's 
7Leviticus 16121-22, 26. The combination of tempta-
tion motifs and Day of Atonement motifs 1n connection with 
Jesus• person and work are found flu'ther in the .Christia,n 
tradition in the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. 21181 4115; 
13111-12). Cf. also Eduard Meyer, Die Ursp™ und Anftlnge 
des Chrietentums (Stuttgart, J. c."1Jotta•sohEtBuolihaiidiuiig 
-------
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taki ng Israel out of: Egypt and into the wilderne::i :'3 . The 
/ C / 
T~ crcr1-°o< 1<ovrc1. '1""'£"fo<S recalls the Wall.lJ.e.ring and. period 
.b + .I.in . ( >/ o.i. .. es " g of Isre.el 1n the wilderness= ri e.f '1~ or is 
not the habitat of the devil in contrast to the holy city 
(as Lohmeyer suggeste8), out rather thP. place of the defea t 
of the adversary9 ( ~ <,o< T« v;s in Marlc, not J & c.of.~o ~o s 
as in Matt. and Lu.~e) and the place of the saving acts of 
God,10 as is seen :ln the report of the activ:lty of John 
Hachfolger, 1921), I, p. 94: "Hier (in der y;·tls t,;,) hausen 
i hre Gesch8pfe, die wilden Tiere und b8sen Geister (Jes . 
13, 21 ; 34 , 14-f ), unter ihnen "Azazel, zu. de:m am 
Versohnungstage der ~,undenbock hinausgejagt wird (Lev. 16)." 
8Ernst Lohmeyer, Das Eva.ngelium des Markus (sixth 
edition; G6ttingen: v'aru!enhoeck & Ruprecht, 1959), p. 27. 
%.traok-B., IV, 939: "Der Todesengel hatte keine 
Gewalt U.ber Israel" (in the wilderness wanderings during 
the Exodus). 
)/ 
10so Gerhard Kittel, " ~e_ fv<-4-o s , " Theologiaches 
w&rterbuch zum Neuen Testament (Stuttgarts Vl . Kohlhamm.er 
Verlag, 1935T': II, 6561 
Aus der Betonung des Heilscharakters der TIUstenzeit 
erwRohst im Judentum die Neigung, 1hr alless 
Grosse und Herrliche zuzuschreiben. Die ZUge der 
Endzeit--zB dass die Israeliten Gott schauen; dass 
der Todeser>.gel keine Gewalt hat udgl--werden schon 
in sie zurU.okgetragen, ebenso aber ihre Zilge mit 
der messianisdhen Endzeit verbunden--zB der 
Mannasegen. So entstand der Glaube, dass jene 
entsc~idende Heils~,1t des Endes ihren Ausgang 
gleichfalls in der €(' q_p. os habenz dass dort 
der Meesias ersoheinen werde. Dieser Glaube wirkte 
sich konkret dahin aus, dass rev9lutionlir-mess·ianisohe 
Beweg1:JD.gen mit Vorliebe in die ff~r'-0 s,,zogen (Ag. 
2).,38); daher Matt. ~4, 261 e~v ollv <!,rrw~cv 
v_..µ.t'v· too~ Ev Tfi ff'l--"'~ tcr7{v, ,,.-.; t}f">..~rE. 
Daher aber auoh 4~e Fluoht und Entrtlckung des 
"Weibes" in die cf 'll"-4os Apk. 12,6.14. Die Gemeinde 
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the Baptizer (Mark lal-8). The final two phrases appear 
' "j' '\ "" J1'l / '\. e )/ as opposites: Kot( rrv ~~To( TWY l)'-'V(<,JY /(«( 0( o(~OC~4)( 
() I ) '"' 
C:H ti J<ovou" o<u,'tl. It is improbable that the mentioning of 
Jesus' living with the wild beasts signifies a re-establish-
ment of Paradise and a presentation of Jesus as the Para-
dise-man, with whom the wild beasts live in peace and 
joy;ll t he text in no way suggests that this co-existence 
was a peaceful one. On t he other hai1d, t2 'lf /o< were 
frightening creatures, symbols of danger: four of the ten 
plagues in Egypt were swarms of 6l.rif <~ , and during the 
Exodus t he Israelites were promised God's protection from 
DL~p/~ (Ex. 23:29); Job 5:22-3 and Psalm 91:13 promise 
deliverance from /;) '"If c~ • So the mention of 62rit (-<. 
here deepens the danger and sinister character of Jesus• 
)/ \. 
temptation;l2 the mention of the o< 0 0~ l\oc stands in 
Jeau soll in der Wilste geborgen bieiben, bis 
Christus wiederkommt ·und dem Treiben dee Satans 
ein Ende maoht. 
lls o Bultmann, Die Geschichte der synoptiechen Tra-
dition (fifth ed!tion; G8ttlngeii7 Vandenhoeck iliuprecht 
l961), p. 271; J. Jeremias, "'/I~~." Theologisohes W8rter-
buoh zum Neuen Testament (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag 
~~-;-r, 141; Erich Klostermann, Das Markusevangelium (Handbuch zum Neuen Testament)(Tflbl'iigen: J. d. B. Mohr, 
1936), p. 11; J. Sohniewind, Das Evangelium ~ Matthlus 
(Das Neue Testament Deutsoh)(G8ttingena Vandenhoeok & 
Rupr'eolit,' l960), P• 30. 
12wilhelm Bouseett, Die Religion des Judentuma (Berlina 
Verlage von Reuther und Ririhard, 1§06,-;-pp.289-90, stateaa 
Zum Reiche dee B8sen geh8ren auch ••• die wilden 
Tiere, die ebenfals in Zukunft den Heiligen unter-
/ 
contrast to the 911'<~ 
,1 \. 
as did t he ~ r '6 E. "1:) .1 
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and signifies the presence of God , 
of t he Exodus (Ex. 14:l9J 23120-3). 
These observations indicate t hat Mark is employing t he 
Temptation Story tradition in his sources to sui t his ovm. 
purposes. The actual tempting of Jesus by Satan plays a 
secondary role, for there are no face-to-face confronta-
tion scenes as in Matthew and Luke, and no final victory 
for Jee us. Furthermore, it is q,ui te clear tha t in Mark 
the Temptation Story is inseparably linked together with / 
the Baptism of Jesusf3 and also that these two pericopes / 
in turn f orm a unit with verses 1-8. 
A very interesting and provocative study relating to 
our subject is Ulrich Mauser's Christ~~ Wilderness 
{London : Student Christian Movement Press, 1963). The 
author occupies himself with the significance of the 
wilderness theme in the Second Goepel. He explains Mark 
l:l-13 as a literary and thematic unity, geographicall.y 
,I 
bound toget her by 8f 'J?0 5 ; which is the scene for 
worfen sein werden. "Gott wird durch euch unter 
den V6lkern verherrlicht werden, und der Teufel . 
wird vor euch fliehen, und die Wilden Tiere werden 
euch ftlrchten , und dir Engel werden s ich eurer 
annehmen" Naphth. 8 vgl. Jes. 7 Benj. 5. 
13s o Vincent Tiylor, The Gos9e1 accordiW; to St • .Mark {Londons Macmillan & Co. tta'., I 59), P• 15 s --i'f'Ir1s 
probable ·that (Mark) regarded 9-11 and 12:t. as a single 
narrative, for no Markan pericope ends so abruptly as 9-11 , 
and the action of the Spirit begun in 10 is continued in 12." 
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everything contained in these verses.14 Seen, then, as 
the Marean .Prologue, this thirteen-verse section begins, 
after the opening verse, with a prophetic quotation from 
the Old Testament; whatever follow~ is then to be regarded 
ae the fulfillment of the . prophecy. The quotation is com-
prised of three Old Testament sayings, verse 2 combining 
Ex. 23:20 and Mal. 3:1, verse 3 using Isa. 40:3. Mauser 
observes the following: 
Ex. 23: 20 and Isa. 4013 are embedded in the vd.lder-
ness tradition of the Old Testament. In Ex. 2'3:20 
God promises to send l'.lis angel before the people 
on. their way through the desert to the land of 
Canaan and in Isa. 40:3, which is quoted verbatim 
in Mark 113 vd t h the slight moclification just 
mentioned, the messenger announces the second 
exodus through the wilderness to the final de-
livery of God's people. In both instances the 
theme of the exodus is the dominant motif , and 
both vv. 2 and 3 in the first chapter of Mark 
refer to t he wilderness theme, although the word 
>/ 
t:f ']..,.u..o.s only appears in v. 3. Thus three 
factors are brought to our attention at the out-
set of the second Gospel--the messenger, the 
Lord and the wildei"'D.ess. It is clea-r, tt.en, 
that the wilderness mentioned in the succeeding 
verses is not introduced in order to give geo-
graphioal fixture to the record. Not the 
locality as such matters, but it is related 
because it is in aocordance with the prophecy. 
This does not preclude that the Baptist actually 
appeared in the Wilderness; but the conformity 
to the prophecy is the point that matters to 
Mark. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • The wilderness in Mark la3 carries with it the 
full weight of a great religious tradition em-
l4Pp. 77 ff. "The spirit theme, al.so, helps to knit 
the thirteen opening verses of the second Gospel into one 
whole, an observation which is ma~e even more convincing by 
the fact that •spirit of God' is a phrase otherwise only 
rarely used by Mark" (p.79). 
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bracing high hopes and promises as well as the 
deep shadows of judgment and despair, and this 
is imposed upon the succeeding verses, moulding 
them as counterparts of Israel's experience in 
the deaert.15 
The relation of Mark l:1-13 to Israel's desert tradition 
cannot be denied. At the forefront of this tradition 
stands the Exodus, where God had acted on the plane of 
history to fulfill His promises to His people. In the 
ensuing history of this people, however, Israel, because 
of her sin and disobedience, lost her primary position 
among the peoples of t he earth; nevertheless, she was still 
God's chosen One, and could still look forward to His 
grace and favor, to His future restoration of His people 
announced by His prophets. Mauser says: 
The wilderness, according to prophetic teaching, 
was the place of Israel's original sonship; here 
God had l oved his people. But, as they had 
fallen from their genuine filial love which they 
had enjoyed during their sojourn in the desert, 
a renewal of the exodus into the desert was 
necessary for the restoration of Israel's status 
as a son of God. In this second exodus, God's 
revelation in power and help would be achieved 
again, and the prophets visualized the renewed 
exodus into the w~1derneas as the beginning of 
God's eschatologioal act. John the Baptist 
announces the imminence of this final act of 
God which will be established1~hrough the work of the one who he prophesies. 
The Old Testament quotation in Mark 112-3 combines the 
15ulrich Mauser, Christ in the Wilderness (Londona 
Student Christian Movement Press7"'!'963), PP• 81-2. 
16~ •• pp. 87-8. 
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first exodus act of God (Ex. 23:20) with the prophetic 
hopes for its renewal (Is. 40:3). What follows as Mark 
reports it in vv. 4-13 is at last the fulfillment of 
these prophetic hopes. "What was announced of old has now/ 
come to pass: in the desert the decisive event in the I 
history of God and his people has begun to unfold itaelf. 1117 
The significance of these observations for the Markan 
Temptation Story is great. First of all it falls within 
the greater context of the thirteen-verse .Prologue, and 
must also be seen in the light of the opening prophetic 
words. Secondly , it clearly forms a unit with the account 
of Jesus ' baptism, which r eally has no proper conolusion.18 
In the Baptism story Jesus is declared to be God's beloved 
Son. Mauser observes: 
Of all titles attributed to Jesus in the Second 
Gospel the term Son of God is the most significant 
one. The words of t he heavenly voice are based 
on Old Testament words. Ps. 2:7 and Isa. 42:l 
are used, but Taylor (p. 162) remarks rightly 
that it is not a quotation and echoes other Old 
Testament passages. At any rate, the great theme 
of sonship is introduced, whose vital connexion ; ·-
with the wilderness theology in the Old Testament 
hae already been pointed out. In the wilderness, 
Israel is first designated to be the son of 
Yahweh (Ex. 4:22f.; Hosea 11:1; Jer. 212), and 
in the event of Israel's return to the desert 
her sonship will be renewed. In Jesus the old 
prophecy is fulfilled. Israel is, so to speak, 
17Ibid., PP• 86-7. 
18Taylor, loc. cit., Mauser, .2l?• .2!1•• PP• 96-71 cf. 
Lohmeyer, ~· .£!!• , p.20. 
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concentrated in the person of Jesus.19 
The 1'Temptation Story" in Mark, then, is an extension of 
the baptismal naming of Jesus; 1n fact, it explains more 
precisely that, in contrast to God's choosing of Israel 
in t he Exodus, Jesus is now God's Chosen One, His Son, 
It is actually no "Temptation Story" at all,20 but rather 
the final development of Mark•s Prologue themes the 
ancient prophecy is now being fulfilled--the new exodus has 
begun--G·od has sent His Chosen One--the long-a,vai ted time 
of redemption has begun--the kingdom of God is at hand 
(Mark 1:15). In t he wilderness this Chosen One of God con-
fronts the Adversary ( ; o-o< rd. va s ), ~ confrontation 
I I,, 
I 
I 
not terminated at the end of the forty days (as in M.a~thew 
and Luke') but continuing throughout Jesus• entire ministry; 21 
19Mauser, .2la' .211,, p. 96. 
20.Martin Dibelius, Die Formgeschichte des Evangeliums 
(fourth editionJ Tubingeru J. B. O. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 
1961), pp. 129, 274. 
. 21J. Jeremias (Die Gleiohnisse Jesu [sixth editio~; 
G8ttingens Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht; rnJ, PP• 122-3) is 
wrong when he says that Mark 3i27 refers to an actual 
experience in the life of Jesus, namely the Temptation; in 
Mark 'the "binding of the strong man" is part an~ parcel of 
Jesus' entire ministry. Jesus is the "stronger one" ( ~ t.-xuto'r<foS ) referred to by the Baptizer in Mark 
117. 
Con~erning the p!1rase "binding of the strong man" z 
this l~uage recalls God's pr»tee in Isaiah 49a25t 
')..~~'/WV ~~ ff..Y,~ :crxv'•"TO.S <J"(JG"" 'cr.!r.,,("the booty Will be 
rescued from the strong one"); the ch~ter oonoernil:!g 
the S1.lffering Servant, 53s12t TW\I , rrxul'_fJV~E.1~~r <rl<U}.o( 
t"l'iewill divide the spoil of the strong"h The opponents 
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it is an inevitable consequence of hie election and com-
missioning as Son of God. We conclude with Mauser: 
Jesus' baptism and wilderness sojourn are not 
merely the first acts of Jesus' public appear-
ance. They are equally the foundation of his 
f . > X / o God' s Servant are the l <r v(,'o( , whose booty he di-
vides. Test. Levi 18il2 speaks of t he binding of Beliar 
by the priest of the Lord, whom Charles (Ibid., II, 315) 
identifies as Messiah . Wial ter Grundmann ~ J:u"w , 11 
Theologisches w3rterbuch ~ Neuen Testament, I II, 404) 
cites other examples in Jewish literature and tradition 
of God's redeeming His people from Beliar or from demonic 
powers ; he then adds that t he New Testament writers 
••• reden von einer sataniechen Herrschaft, 
unter der die Menschen gebunden aind. In den 
verschiedenen ]'ormen von SUnde und Krankhei t 
und Beeessenheit und Tod U.bt der Satan seine 
Herrschaft aus. Die Dl!monen ~ind seine Werkzeuge. 
Sie sehen es ale die f:;endung des Ohri:stus an, 
dass er die eatanischen .E'esseln sprengt und die 
durch sie gebundenen Menschen befreit und den 
Sieg aber den Satan erringt. In diesen Gedan-
kenkreis geh8rt unser Jesuslogion hinein: er > , 
redet vom Satan als von einem ( ~xu1°s . ' von 
einem S,tarken, der seine Herrschaft ausilbt. 
Die <T ~ (Matt. 12, 29 und Mk 3, 27) bzw 
r~ UTT"9'Xovn,c (Lk 11, 21) und T~ <rKuXo< (v. 22) sind die vom Satan beherrschten Menschen. 
Die Sendung des Obris tus aber bedeuteti Der 
t er Xu/'or~o.s kommt, besieg t und bindet den 
l r X '-'I' els , naohdem er in sein Haus eingedrungen 
ist, und raubt ihm seine Beute. So sind die 
Dlimonenaustreibungen zu vers'tehen. In diesen 
Worten lilftet Jesus den Hintergrund seines 
Handelns. Und da v1ird siohtbar I Sein Handeln 
und Reden 1st getragen von der Tatsache, dass er 
gegenilber dem "Starken", der die Herrschaft hat, 
der "StRrkere 11 ist, der den "Starken" Uber-
vrunden hat und an Stelle der Satansharrschaft die 
~ottesherrschaft bringt. Jesu Vollmacht, die sich 
in Verldlndigung und Wundertat erweist, 1st die 
Macht der Gottesherrsohaft und hat die eatanische 
Macht t\berwunden. Dieses Logion entblllt nun 
zweifellos altestes Traditionsgut und steht noch 
vor der Gemeindetheologie. Es muse von Jesus 
aelbst herkommen. 
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whole ministry. Through them the stage of the 
ensuing drama is set--the stories of Jesus• 
ministry can now be told. In accordance with 
Old Tes ·tament prophecy and determined by the 
call of John the Baptist, it \'lill be a story 
of J eeus• temptation in his confrontation 
with Satan and of help from God •••• Now, 
after the :presuppositions of the story are re-
vealed, the Gospel can begin, Jesus can go into 
Galilee, preaching t he gospel of God (1114).22 
The Ivia t .;thaean Account 
The Ua:tthaean account (Matt. 4:1-11) is, 1n contrast 
to th~ report in Mark, a Temptation Story. This can be 
seen ::l:mmedla.tely from the infinitive of purpose, 
ff E <f o< q- 61-, v"" ( , in the opening verse: Jesus is led 
by the Spirit i nto the Vlilderness ~ order !2, ~ tempted 
bi! ~ devil. In verse 2 the forty days are not the 
duration of his wilderness sojourn, but instead a period 
of fasting; thus the Exodus-character of the forty days 
(as presen·ted in M:ark) is removed by attaching them to 
an act of Jesus recalling ilosea' fasting on Sinai (Ex. 
34:28), by disconnecting them from the a ction of the 
Spirit and by an apparent suggestion that the recorded 
temptations took place after the forty daya.23 It is ob-
vious that after the strenuous forty days of fasting the 
22Mauser, .21?.• ill•, p. 102. 
</ 
, f"3A time element is introduced by the ur-r~l'ov 
elTdlV-<.fl""GV in v. 2, which seems to suggest that the events 
following 1n the pericope were also subsequent to the actual 
period of fasting. 
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Tempter24 should suggest that Jesus alleviate hie hunger 
and by doing so exeroise his rights as u ~ ci s ro~ Be. o v • 
An exhibition miraole'25 is thereby requested, namely, that 
Jesus tur11 stones into bread. In t his same line follows 
the second "temptation"; it is a request for an exhibition 
mire,cle, that Jesus show by a fantastic leap fro111 the 
temple pinnacle that God will protect His Son. The third 
"tem1,tation," hoi-1ever, e·tande apart from the other t wo. 
It takes place once again outside Jerusalem on a high moun-
tain :frolTl wbioh "all the kingdoma of the world and the 
glory of them" could be seen. No exhibition miracle is 
requested by the '.l:ernpter; inatead he offers to Jesus the 
kingdoms of the world if tTesus will worship him. 
Again, ao in Mar1c, the Ma.tthaean Temptation Story 
cannot be consid.ered apart from the account of Jesus' 
baptism. However, there is a significant shift in empha-
sis • iJark l: 12-1'3 is basically an enlargemont o-f the 
I c, ..... £'I ..., . Baptismal proclamation of Jesus as vc o ~ roo ~ ao ; i.e., 
I 
1 Jesus is God's Chosen One with whom the new exodus begins; 
< ' 
1 it is the proclamation that Jesus of Ma.zareth is u < 0 s 
,ou <9-c o v and also that the long-awaited and prophesied 
< , (' 
24 o TT E. 1,,oo< < wV , 
(or for Satan) was by the 
being used in the Chruch; 
This expression for the devil 
time of Matthew's writing already 
cf, l Thees. 3s5. 
25The German term is "Scl1auwunder". In this context 
it refers to the nature of the miracle requ~etcd. 
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time of redemption has beevn. ~att. 4rl-11 is ~lsv con-
cernecl wit h 1>resenting J'esus as i, ~ s. ro o Be 0 'J ; but 
while 1fi.'.ark occupies .hir!lself wit':t the el~·ction o:e the Son, 26 
Matthew moves from el~otion. in the Baptism pericope to the 
other asrect of the Old Testament and Jewish concept or the 
Son of God: obedience to the God who eleots.27 In 
Matthew the ~aptism story announces the election of th, 
Son; th0. ~!emptation ~tory rc.~lates the Son •s obedience ., In 
I 
the Bn.:ptism Story Jesus stands in the place o:f Old Isra..el, 
be:J.ng called 11&on11 (of God) (cf. Ex. 4-:22-3); in the Tem.pta- 1 
tion Story J'eeu.CJ in the vJilclerne~s remaL'l.o obeclient, in con- / 
I 
trast to Old Israel's dis obedience. This is made clear by / 
the reaction of Jesus tr) the requests of "the Tempter." He 
anewers ever;r temptation uith Old Testament quotations, each 
one different, yet each arising out of the context of the 
26of. supra, p. 43. 
27see Erminie Huntress, "'Son of God* in Jewish Writings 
Prior to the Christian Era," Journal of Biblical Literature, 
LIV (1935), 117-23. Aleo Oscar Cullmann, Die Christolo~ie 
des J~euen Testaments (second edi ti.on; TU.bingenz J. C. B. 
Mohr, l958), p. 281: 
••• der alttestamentlich-jUdische Begriff des 
Gotteesohnes 1st im wesentlichen nioht gekenn-
zeiohnet durch die Begabung mit einer besonderen 
Kraft, auoh ni~ht duroh eine Substanzbeziehung 
zu Gott auf Grund g8ttlioher Zeugung, sondern 
durch den Gedanken der Erwl.hl.ung zur Mithilfe bei 
der AusfIDu•ung eines besonderen g8ttlichen 
Dienstauftrags; und duroh den Gedankan des 
strikten Gehorsams dem erwWllenden Gott gegenUber. 
Jesus' Sonsrdp and obedience are further connected L11 
Hebrews 5 :8. 
4-8 
..,/ First Cornm.a.n.dment, 20 the very cot1mcndment broken. by Israel 
/ s.t Mt. fiinai (E:x:. 3?.). ~'hu.8 t o d.enu:m.a. a. mi:-acle, then, 
moans to be eroerimenttng 1nl th God. 29 
The Old. Testament conte:>~t which is hare recalled by 
Jesus' replies to Satan is Deut. 6-8, a portion of the / 
Deuteronomic discourses of ;1oses, the great J.o.w-giver. It 
might he su.ggested that 1\'Iatthew iA here p1·er-;enting Jesus 
as the f',econcl Moses; this could. well be ac. 1 especially when 
one rem1?m.bers the pf!.rallel between Jesus' forty days of 
~?stine in the der.ert (v. 2) and Moses' £orty days of 
fasting on f:linai (Hx. 34-:28) . However, the ···more vi~icl el!l-
r,he.sis ii:: upon the role nf Jesus ae the obedient ~ .. 
MoP.es• le.we in Deuter onomy were given to Old Israel, to 
the 0 0ld" ~on of God (Nxw 4:22-3),who proved to be d.!s-
obedient; here Jeslli.'I as the obedient Son truly keeys the 
law of Moses, i.e. (for Matthew) the law of God. 
I 
It was jU8t this obedience ot Jesus as J(~S. TOO Scou 
which prevented him from performing exhibition miracles. 
A need of the early Christian communitiJ is evident here, a 
-------
28Gunther Bornkamm, JeP.us von Nezareth (Stuttgarts 
Kohlhammer, 1956), p. 190, note4". The observation that 
the First Commandment is employed in presenting Jesus as the 
obedient o"J s . Too C:kou • This quoting of the Old Testament 
was in no we::, a pedagogical exercise to teach the disciples 
the value of the Ueuish Scriptures• with which as their 
guide they could overcome the evil one, as Jesus had done 
(as suggested by Plummer, .QE• .£!!., p. 115). 
29Bornltatnm, .2.ll• .ill•, :p. 122. 
I 
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need for showing that Jesus etp..nds apart from the wonder-
workers and magicians of the day who proclaimed their 
> ..., 
OVf°'Vt)O• 
Jesus is no magician, and therefore perform.a no magic, 
and t heref ore also no exhibition miracles; the demands for 
such come from the devil, as t he first tv'To temptations 
s how, and he who per~orms such magic serves the devil 
( t hird. temptati on). 30 The power for Jesus' miracles, 
which in most cases answer human need and never satanic 
desires for self-proof, comes not from demons but from God 
(Matt. 8; 12; 16) . 31 
In Matt. 4sl0 Jesus names the Tempter as (ro< r« v; s ; 
I () .I <. .I~ 
thus Matthew oombines d ciBo}.01 , o ff~f/Jo<rwv , and 
, I "' 
a-o< rotvo( s , the only time in the New Testament in which 
f 
-· this is done in one concise pericope. Matthew also states 
)/ ~ 
that the devil left Jesus, without Luke '• o( X P l Ko< 1 f o u • 
>I 
The mention of the o< 0~ r ~ 0 l coming to serve Jesus signifies 
30cf. Bultmann, -2!· ill•, p. 273. J. M. Creed, ~ 
Gospel according to St. Luke (London, Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 
1957), pp. 62~ cftis litir~ture describing the feats of 
early ~icians, among which were changing stones into 
bread (Pseudo-Olem. Hom. II132) and flights through the air 
(Vercelli Acts of Peter xxxli, et al) • 
......................... - - - -
3iErnst Lohmeyer, "Die Versuohung Jeeu," Zeitschrift 
filr s,stematisohe Theolo~ie, 14. Jahrgang (1937), no. 4, 
·p;-63 a "The 'sign from1ieaven• is a oharaoteristio of 
Jewish apocalyptic; but •was eine gellufige Vorstell~ jUdischen Glaubens iet, ersoheint nun ale eine e ataniache 
Eingebung. •" 
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divine strengthening after the forty days fasting and temp-
,./ tation ordeal, 32 simply paralleling Mark, whoae -:J ({'cf~ ~o c. , 
I 
however, stand. in oontrast to 6l '"\I'/ o< and not to c! 
~ C. a(,~ o ~oi. 
The Lukan Account 
Luke 4:l-13 is also a real Temptation Story, and reports 
basically what .Matthew includeei, but vd.th a faw deviations. 
The first of these occurs in the opening verse, where 
the ~pirit doea not cause Jesus' entry into the wilderneaz. 
Ho,..1ever, Luke has retained the connection of this pericope 
_ / to the Baptism story, in that "the Spirl t" which appears at 
I 
Jesus' baptism and "descends upon him" (Luke 3:22) is still 
very much with him.33 
Jesus is led by the Spirit not~ the wilderness 
) . > 
( t, ~ with the aoeusative), but "in the wilderness" (~v 
-:t4 c I I 
with the dative ) • "' The '1 r ~ f °" s TE a-cr1°"' t< o v r.J.. is read 
most naturally with the Spirit's leading Jesus in the 
32Ibid~, PP• 626-8. 
-
33This is stressed by Luke because he has inserted 
Jesus• geneology between the two pericopes (3123-38). Cf. 
E. Klostermann, .P!!, Lukas-evangelium (Handbuoh .!!!!!! Neuen 
Testament)(Tilbingena J. o. B. llohr, 1929), P• 59. 
34 et s with the accusative is, howevert supported by 
the Koine tradition, the Caesarean texts (SJ and various 
Latin and Syriac translations. These witnesses Hant the 1"""'(~..-.s rEV-<rof/'JKovT~ to remain With TT~ f,,0« ~ y-l~ Vo t U Fro 
TOY b, ~o'>,,ou • 
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wi ldernes0 • r u ther tba.VJ. with tbe "being tempted by the 
devil;35 i.e. during t llh 1 time he was being led b;y the 
s Piri t. 36 ~Xevarthe lea a, accord:in,g to Luke, Jeaua was tempted 
by the deVil duri.nf; these forty d.aya (as i:n Mar.k), during 
which time he also faf.!ted (as 1n :i1atthew h but 1 t seem, that 
the s pecific tcn.p t a tion scenes which. follow in the text 
occurred ala o after the f ort;y ,..laya ( as in '-'ia ttltew) • 
Jeaur-J' op~·,onent is J ~ <°>'8o~os; ;, TT~ ,;;J.? wv , and 
< 
0 (Jo( Yd.. 'I/~ S are absent, alt.hough the latter does oecur 
further on in Lul{e l0:l8t l3al6J and 2213, 31. The minis -
tering angels s re els o absent. and after tl1e temptations 
-,/ 
the devil leaves Jesus oi)(f' < , "until an appointed 
time. n It s hould also be noted that Luke alone uses t he 
/ 
word lTE </Jot G""~o .s (4:13), ttand when the devil !md ended 
/ 
every /T~ c;,°"~ov he depll ..rted :from him until an ap"!'}Ointed 
t1n1e. 1t The ho~tile attempts of the devil a.re here directly 
/ 
connected with the word /7 £ <,4o(<y«, 0 ~ • 
)/ ,.., 
'?he 4( XP'- K-'<poo here has caused no little amount of 
discussion ai'nong commentators . :1:'lUI!L'l.ler long ~o suggeste-1 
tlw.t the worUA have no more sign1fioanoe than merely "until 
the :next o;pportuni ty. 11'37 Ace·ording to this view it is quite 
'3%,o Kloeter.119.nn, (Jti9• cit., and '!! • '.P. Arndt, The Goo1>el 
accordiM to s t. !Julee ... , ... tow.er Concordia :~blimil"ng ltouse, 
l951S), p. no:- Arndt takes the EV in the phrase ~v 
r Q ,,. v £ ~- r (. as inetruaental. 
36irhe imperfect ( A'rero ) wi tlt present participle 
( 17£ II'°' l ~ c v o s ) signifies continued action. 
37Plummer, '.!m•. Jal•, p. 114. 
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natural to understand the disputes of Jesus with his o:p-
/ ponnents as sa,tanio 1T~ 1f1e><~o,, for example in Luke 11 :16 
where IT Er 11of? <....> is used in connection with the demand 
for a (J""r"/_,M-ftoV e"? o ~fo<Yov t Which parallels the requests 
of Satan in the Temptation pericope.38 However, J. Lagrange 
suggests that t he phrase points definitely to the beginning 
of the Passion Story: 
• I A , ~ Dieu CJ.Ul. avait voulu que ,Jesus fut tente au debut 
de son ministere avait resolu de laisser Satan 
faire une supreme tentative a la fin, com~e Luc 
semble l'insinuer (XXII, 53), eans parler des 
epreuves.,plus ordinaires (XXII,i 28), apres qu'il 
fut entre dans Juda (XXII, ;).,9 
Heinz dchilrrnann reiterates La.grange's proposal: "Der 
Eva.neelist Lukas urteilt ••• dase die eigentl~che Stun.de 
der Vereuchung erst mit der Passion kommen sollte."40 
/ Certainly Jesus' suffering was his greatest iTE<;4o<?"-os, 
and we might note that it is at Jesus' agony in the Garden 
that Luke reports the appearance of an angel from heaven 
to strengthen Jesus (Luke 22:43J here Matthew and Mark do 
not mention the angel), after having omitted any such 
38oertainly John understands the devil to be behind 
Jesus' opponents' attacks upon Him, John 8144. In w. F. 
Arndt and F. w. Gingrich, A Greek-Entlish Lexicon of the 
new Testament and Other Christian II erature (dhlcago: 
U:-of Ohio~o Press, 1957), p. ,95, the phrase is rendered 
"for a while." 
39J. Lagrange, L'Evangile selon Saint Luc (Parisi 
Li brairie Leooffre, l948), p. 133. -
40He1nz Schdrmann, 12!! .. Gebet ~ Herrn (Freiburg, 
Herder, 1957), p. 93. 
I 
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reference to an angel or angels in the Temptation episode 
itself. 
But it is Hana Oonzelmann who has carried this idea 
)/ 
concerning ot X f c 
links the phrase 
,... 
1< ~ ,~ o u to its logical conclusion. He 
\ I / / 
a-vv r~ "c q"o<J lfa(V,tA il~'f"'~o~onoretely 
>Ix ..., with the devil •s departure from Jesus O<' f c I<«<!' o u , 
taking the latter to mean the beginning of the Passion. 
This means that during the time between the Temptation 
/ story and the Passion of Jesus, Satan's activity is sus-
pended, " ••• where Jesus is from now on, there Satan 
)/ ,.._ 41 is no more-- o(Xt t I< o< c,o o u • " Oonzelmann observes: 
\. ' I / The expression cru"T~ "£ <r"' s ;ro<v rc1. rrEtf'•":,4ov 
can scarcely be overemphasized. It really 
means that henceforth there will be no tempta-
tions in the life of Jesus. Thus his life as 
a whole is not regarded as a temptation either. 
It is not until the moment indicated by ~Xp, 
K-<cpou 42 that temptation recurs. Luke xxii, 
'.3 and the prompt reappearance of the TT~ 11'«a-,µ.cf s 
motif in the farewell speeches in Luke show how 
important it is to emphasize this,4' 
Oonzelmann says this idea is exclusively Luke's idea, This 
is in accord with hie own view of Lu.ke•s theology and with 
his reason for entitling his study ;/~ Mi tte m .!!!!= 
41Hans Conselmann, The TheolOSl of St. Luke, trans-
lated by Geoffrey BuswelI'"-rLondon: Faber""'ind Faber, 1960), 
p. 28. This translation was made from the second edition 
of Die Mi tte der Zei t: S tudien zur The olof§e des Lukas, 
i95,r-the fir~e~Dft was pub!Iihed In 54:--
42The question iss Is there a particular moment indi-
cated here? Note the laolc"'of the definite article: 
43Ibid. 
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••• a period free from Satan is now beginnine , 
an epoch of a special kind in the centre of the 
whole course of redemptive history. ~hat is now 
beginning therefore is not the last times, but 
the inte:r·val between the period of the Ie.w, or 
of Israel, ~d the period of the Spirit, or of 
the Church. 
Oonzelma.nn-can then argue: 
Chapter xxii, v. 3 completes the circle of re-
demptive history, for Satan is nov, present again. 
Now the period of salvation, as it was described 
by Luke, and also by John, as a work of Satan, 
is beginning.45 
Of course, Luke 22:28, where Jesus says to his disciples, 
0 You are t hose who have continued with me in my iffff-<~o{, 11 
presents the greatest problem fJor Oonzelmann. He does not 
handle it convinoingly. He points to 22135-7, where Jesus 
reminds his disciples that he had sent them out without 
"purse, bo.g or sandals" and they still lacked nothing; but 
the time of their protection, says Conzelmann, is now over, 
and the "conflict is now starting, when they will need 
wallet. and purse, when they will suffer want and have to 
face coni'lict."46 
Verse 28 does not mean "You are the he~oes who 
have persevered", for nothing has yet ~ppened, 
but ''You have oome with me to Jerusalem and now 
have had to face temptation with me" (and still 
do-N .B. , Perfect) • And in fact they are the 
ones who still continue. A typical eschatological 
44Ibid. 
-
45Ibid., p. 80. 
46Ibid., p. 81 
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prospect emerges from t his temptation.47 
Oonzelmann i s suggesting that the period of temptation now 
beginning with Jesus' Passion is to continue throughout 
the life of t he Church. He proposes, furthermore, that 
this is the key to the passages such as Luke 11:17-23 
(the Beelzebul Controversy); such passages 
••• do not mean that there is a cons tant con-
flict with Satan during Jesus• ministry; they 
have a symbolic meaning and are meant primarily 
to be a comfort to the Church of Luke's time, 
which knows that since the Passion of Jes~ it 
i s again subject to the attacks of Satan.48 
In eeoence, then, Oonzelmann would have to suggest that in 
Luke all the exorcism miracles of Jesus are to be under-
-
stood in t he same light, having "symbolic meaning" and 
meant to be "a com.fort to the Church of Luke's time. " It 
seems yet more "comforting·," however, to recall the pro-
olamatory message of the exorcism miracles, namely that it 
j '1s Jesus hit'mBelf who ~ entered the battlefield and in 
i 
I whose words and deeds God's victory over Satan has taken 
place . 49 In Jesus himself ie to be found the stronger man 
who puts an end to the rule of Satan and takes his armor 
from him and divides his spoil (Luke 11127). In Jesus has 
the rule of God arrived for the Church; the rule of Satan 
47Ibid., p. a:,. 
-
48Ibid., P• 188. 
-
49so Bornkamm, .21!• cit., pp. 61-2; Grundmann, supra, 
in quotation in footnote 21 beginning on page 4,. 
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is overcome. "But if it is by the finger of God that I 
cast out demons, then the kingdom of God has come upon you" 
(Luke 11120). Again: ·~he Kingdom of God is not coming 
with signs to be observed;- nor. will they say, •r..o, here it 
is!• or, 'There:• for behold, the Kingdom of God is ill~ 
midst .2£_ you." 
It would be saying too much to propose that Luke does 
not understand the antagonistic reproaches and questions of 
Pharisees, Sadduoees, scribes, etc. during this lifetime 
/ 
as satanic 1T~r1do<~o< for Jesus; the implications of 
Jesus• ques tion in Luke 11:19 seem to suggest that the con-
trary is true. Oonzelmann, however, has correctly under-
stood and applied the always hostile and sinister character 
of the substantive 
Concerning the text itself once again, the Lukan ar-
rangement differs in the order of the temptation scenes. 
In Matthew the episode on the high mountain is the third 
scene, while Luke places it second and concludes with the 
temple s cene~ which is in second place in Matthew·'s gos-
pel. Bruno Vioiet asserts Luke's re-arrangement of the 
original order for psychologically climactic reasonss 
power over nature, then povrer over men. then power over God, 
the third achtevement being the final fulfillment toward 
which the first two hint.50 But McNeile oan argue tbe same 
50J3runo Violet, "Der Aufbau der Versuchungegesohiohte 
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vra~y for rJat:th ew 'R order 
ll.fu.tthe\7 a rr::1.YJ.e;P.s a psycholoe icn.l climax: tfl.e 
first tempt ation i fl to doubt t he truth of t .ne 
revelat ion juf"l t received, the second to teat it, 
and the third to snatch prematurely a t the 
>~ess:lahshi:i;> which it involves.51 
Hirach also obse:t'ves: 
Barnack und F.d. Meyer geben wegen der psycho-
logl s ch :feinen Steiger nng der Ueberlieferu.ng des 
Mt den Vorzug . Au.s demselben Gru.nde sieht Bussmann 
in dem lukani s chen Teet das UrsprU..Ylgliche ~ 1•. • • 
Aber- das bezeuet gerade die Reflexio~'l eine3 
Gpe.tercl.i. 1 der de.rum ktmst"roll anordnet--einfa ch er, 
tilu•eflektierter iot die Saohe bei L. 0 52 
Loiay are ues that each evangelist has hie own "psychologi-
calu intent : 
En faveur de l'ordre suivi par Matthieu l'on peut 
:fidre vaJ.oir la gr edation logiq_u.e des tez:i.t a:tions; 
en faveur de Luc m1 certain avantage de localisa-
tion et !:il defense impliquee dan e 1~ l'epo:rw e : 
"Tune tenteras paR le Seigneur ton Dieu," qui 
r~er ~tit CHtmee a ttein<lre Satan J.uimeme, parce q_u 'il 
tente Dieu en voulant le faire tenter par Jaeus. 
L:,. co118icl ere:t~LOU :·H~rR..:i. t bien oubtile, e·t 1 'or d.re 
sui vi par. tia.tthieu doi t etre oelui de la source. 53 
It m.ay be granted that certain psychological intentions in 
the texts seem obvious, but subjectivity plays too strong 
a role in such analyses, and the explanation for the diver-
gent order of tern9tation aoenes is · to be sought elsewhere. 
Jesu," Hernack- Ehrung, no editor named (Leipzigs J. c. 
Hinrich 'ach.e Buchhandlung , 1921), pp. 19-20. 
51A. H. MoUeile, The Gosnel according to St. Matthew 
(London: Macmillan & c'o." Ltd., 1957), p. 3"'r. -
52selma Hirsch, Taufe, Vereuchffl und Verklllrung (Berlin: Verlag Dr. Emil Eberlng, ~2,-;-p. 23. 
53Alfred Loisy, L'Evangile selon ~ (Parisi Emile 
rrourry, 1924), p. 149. 
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It is qu.i te evide~t th.at Lu.lee has attempted to g1 ve 
geogra.9hica.J. precision to hi~ pericopa. He ,vas no doubt 
troubled b y the lack of geographical interest in his 
sources. 54 ~ ff~ ro V >Io(' t.!v o.u is added in ·,r. 1 both to 
oo:mieot wha.t follows with the Baptism and also to clarify 
C his source'3 , which mos t likely read o 'I .., > , I\ ) f']<fous.. o<v'1x~"f .£tS 
55 Por :J[atthew •s "holy ci tyn as the scene 
of the temple pi.nuacle temptation, Luke specifically nari1es 
Jorusalcm. furthermore, .Lu1te was also troubled with the 
.,hi gh mountain apart " to which t he devil took Jesu.A in 
Matthew ' s third temptation scene. \'Jhere in the desert 
could t here be such a mountain f rom whicb "all the king-
do.nm of t he \·1orlo. 11 could be see11? Luke solves the prooJ.em 
by not mentioning the mountain at all; instead, he says 
) ' / / 
th.at the devil "took hi m up (o<vo<oo<~\,J" ) and showed l1im 
all the ki ngd.o:rrw of t he world ev <rT<ofl9Xfo'vo11.n56 Luke's 
54cf. Mau~er, .Q.E.• .!E:.!•, ~p. 81-2. 
55M. Albertz (Die synoptisohen Streitgespriche .Berlins 
~rowi tzsch & Sohn, 1921 , , p. 165) accepts this phrase as the 
correct reading in Q. Luke would find it contusing, however, 
since Jesus was already in the wilderness, having been bap-
tized by John (3 s2-3, 21:'2). Thus, aooordil).g tq .. , Lµkei is 
Jesus led by the Sl)iri t iA the wilderness, ~ v T [/ E/J '7? ~ (cf. eunra, p. 50.) 
56craed, .2.la• ill•, P• 63, states that ~v CT T(~ f; Xptvoo 
"softens the realism and conveys the idea of a visionary ex-
-perience.11 Lagrange, .QJ2• ill•, p. 130, seems ~o be 1 suggesting 
the same thing when he says concerning c:rrc.t, o Xpo vo 1J s 
"une piqure, un point (cf. lat. punotum te oris), un ins~ant 
rapide ;· expression bien ohoisie pour un spec ac e enchante 
qui passe en un instant sous lee yeux." 
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placing of Matthew's third tempt ation in second poGition 
also sugges t s a geographical consciousness which feels too 
uncomfortable with two changes of location, i. e ., desert 
to holy city .to desert ( f!!iatthew•s order); Luke keeps the / .,,,. 
first two scenes in the desert, and the thir d takes place 
then i n Jerusalem. 57 
Although geographical precision, however, is evident 
both here and throughout Luke's entire gospel, it is not 
necessarily the key to the understanding of hie arrangement 
of this pericope. Instead, it seems that Luke has taken 
grea t pains actually to strengthen the early Christian 
} apologetic and offensive against magic. It was Luke who 
.\ 
./; reported the conflict with Simon the Magician (Acts . 8:9-24), 
.' whose magic had led people to believe he had been sent from 
God. Ae mentioned above, it was felt necessary in the early 
Church clearly to separate the miracles of Jeeus and his 
disciples from those of the contemporary wonder workers 
and magicians. Afagio has its origin not from God, but 
from the devil. Luke sees in his souroes the thrust against 
magic in the Temptation Story tradition, and tries to 
f 
/ strengthen it in hie own account. In the first temptation 
the devil requests that Jesus speak ,l2 a particular atone 
so that it become bread (1}n-} Tq )...(~ roc.fr"t' ~/v-< 
57This ma1 well explain Luke's omitting of the serving 
angels; for it is unlikely that they would appear openly 
in Jerusalem. 
_,. 
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I .)/ rt: V '1 To. 1 CXf' ,o S) , Which has more pronounoecl magical ] ./ 
> '- <I < \. IC", c' i, 
character tha11 Watthow'e ecrrE. (Va< o( f\(C:,-oc ouTo< a<.pTo< 
, 
~£ vwv roe, • Furthermore, the very fact of Luke's geo-
graphical i n t e~s t, which led him to place the mountain 
scene s econd and t han remove all reference to the mountain, 
should ca.use us to look more closel:r a t his expla."1.ation: 
"And when he had taken him up he showed to him all the 
kingdoms of the world in ,the flash of an instai."1.t" (v. 5). 
, ' , " I 
o\, \lo( ~o< ow V and ( \( 0- T<.o.;U rJ XP O'( 0 V are definitely not 
meant to convey t he ,risionar y experience of a Jesus in 
•ecstasy, but ins tead they report a fantastic display of 
the cl.evil 1s magic.58 And by placing this temptatio11 
second in order, Luke hes s ho,vn the devil to be the power 
behind thE} magic of the contemporary wonder-workers, and 
gives exa.mples of such magic both in preceding and :following 
temptation ~oenes.59 Jesus refuses to practice such magic, 
and will not grasp at riches and honor from the world by 
58so Loia~, .2E.• cit., p. 150: · 
Le caractere prestigieux et magique de la vision 
est figure seulement dens l'addition; "en un 
seul instant." L'evangelist.e entend que le 
demon n'a pu, d'un point queloonque, faire voir le 
monde a Jesus sans intervention de ~ie: en quoi 
l'artifioe du diable a-t-11 consiste, c'est une de 
ces choses que le diable sait et dont lee hommes 
n'out pas le secret. La vue des royaumes n'en est 
pas moins censee reelle. ~ / 
Klostermann, .2.ll• ill•, P• 60, says that IJ"T(l/"-9 Xpovov 
indicates a "Zii twunder. •• 
59c:r. supra, p. 49, footnote 30, concerning Oreed~s 
references to the feats of the early magicians. 
) 
\ 
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serving Sa tan. Nor are the Christian wonder deeds magic, 
but .miracles behind which stand the power of God, miracles 
meeting humsm need ancl bee.ring ,;:,1 tness to the Christ (Acts 
3:l-26; 9132-35 and 36-43). 
Luke has retained the presentation of iJesm, as the 
<.. ' " ['\ " obedient u < o s To"-' o-iov, as is shown by Jesus ' replies to 
the Tempter, all pcs.r allel to m:atthew and taken. from Q. 60 
( \ r' 
That cTesus is ~ So~o of God and not jus t .! son ( u, o s ro \J 
8-f. o o ie without the article in both Matthew and Luke) 
i s evident from its c~ose connection to the Baptism peri-
J cope and from t he grammatioa.l construction: the predicate I (, 'j"l 
1 nov.n ( Ve. o .s ) preoeoes the verb ( f <. ) and can therefore be 
j 
j 
understood as definite.61 But by separating the first two 
temptations (Matthew's order) by inserting the third in 
between, Luke has de-emphasized Jesus• obedience as the Son 
; (ae in Matthew) in favor of presenting the obedient Jesus 
,. 
i es the opponent of Satan (as in Mark). It is Luke who most 
creatively hes sought to weave together the thoughts of his 
sources into one comprehensive Temptation Story;. both in 
what he omits and in what he adds, Luke's careful consideration 
60The symbol "Q" is used in reference to the hypo-
thetical collection of Jesus-eayings which, in the opinion 
of scholars today, served as a source for Matthew and Luke. 
Of. B. M. Streeter, The :Four Goetels (4th (i-evisei impres-
sion; London, Maomi!Ian~o., td., 1930), p. 153. 
61E. o. Colwell, 11A Definite Rule for the Use of the 
Article in the Greek Nevi Testament, 11 Journal ,2! Biblical 
Literature r..:rr (1933), 12 ff. 
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as he arranged hie account is evident in every phrase. 
The Synoptic Temptation Story and lTc<,.Oo<~ls 
Our task is to study the uae and meaning of the vrord 
TTt:. V'o<~o'~ in the writings of the New Testament Gospels. 
This goal must be kept in mind as we treat the pericope of 
the Temptation of Jesus in the synoptic traditibn. There 
are many related questions and problems which cannot be 
answered within the scope of this study. Among these are 
the following: 
a) the question of !2!:!!!= is Q's temptation story 
(Matt. and Luke) a nsohriftgelehrte Haggada" (because of 
its form as a disputation in three steps)?62 Or is it a 
Christian midrash on three passages in Deuterono~?63 Or 
is it a "Strei tgesprlich" of Satan with Jesus concerning 
the question of "Son of God ? ·1164 
b) the question concerning the sources a that Mark's 
account is the earliest among the synoptics is relatively 
certain, but whether it preceded and influenced Q65 or 
62suggested by Bultmann, Geschichte .!!!:!I!!•~., 
63F. c. Grant, An Introduction to New Testament 
Thought (New York a I'6'ingdon Press, !g"5nT,' p. 208. 
64Albertz, .2:2• cit., pp. 41-81 "Die Erzlhlung 1st 
am beaten erzllhlte unct""9tiefete Streitgespr!ch des 
Evangeli ums" (p. 48) • 
65Bultmann, ~., P• 271. 
~· 272. 
das 
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whether the two existed as completely independent trad1-
tiona66 is still debatable. 
c) the question concerning the coherency of the sepa-
rate scenes: did the mountain temptation episode (third in 
Matt.; second in Luke; first in the Gospel to the Hebrews) 
have its own tradition, existing independently from the 
other two scenea,67 or should we speak of three versions of 
the account of the temptation (which account existed ori-
ginally in a separate form), rather than of three 
temptations?68 
d) the q_uestion of non-Christian parallels and i~lu-
ences, what role have non-Christian literature and religions 
played in the shaping of the early Christian Temptation 
Story tradition? Hercules at the decisive turning point 
in his life and the temptations of Buddha and Zarathustra 
are oft-cited parallels to cresue' ordeal. Are there also 
here traces of an ancient ''battle of the gods" tradition? 
Or of some type of dualism?69 
. 660. K. Barrett, The Bol~Spirit and the Gosinl Tra-
dition ( London I Sooieeyfor omotlng-mi'rls'tian owliage, 
l954), P• 46i 
67mrsch, .!m• .s!.i•, PP• 23-4 • 
. 68Jerem1ae, Die Gleiohnisee Jesu, PP• 123-41 "Alle 
drei Fassungen (Vi!iie, Tempel tor, Berg) haben die t.Toer-
wfttdung der Verauoh~ einer falachen Measiashoggnu,ig ·zum. 
Gegenstand" (p. 123}. 
69Pertinent literatures K, F, Geldner, Die zoro-
astrische Religion (12!!, Avesta), in Religionsgiimilchtliches 
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As said before, these problems cannot adequately be 
treated within the s ~ope of t his study. We must rather in-
, 
quire concerning the ideas of ff£ 'f°'~os in the synoptic 
account of t he Temptation of J"esus and thereby remain within 
the limits of our subject. What, then, does this pericope 
I 
contribute to our understanding of the word 1TE..tfe:1ns;;u,.o.5 
and its usage in the Hew Testament Gospels? 
Obviously the originator of the temptation is the 
devil (or Satan); specifically, he is the originator of the 
temptation to be disobedient to God. It is, then, a tempta-
~' and not merely a taDtingf it ie Satan's hostile at-
tempt to break Jesuo • r oyalty to God. .?-ll'oreover, it is 
/ 
, 
against Satan that Jesus' ministry is being directed; 
against the devil and his agents will the struggle be fought 
and the victory won. Thus no final victory is won at the 
Temptation, but the struggle continues throughout Jesus' 
ministry, as Mark and Luke already indicate. The Tempta-
tion pericopes; then, are not technical essays on the 
nature of temptation; instead they reflect the ideas of the 
Lesebuoh, edited by A. von Bertholet (Tilbingent J. o. B. 
Mohr [Paul Siebeokl, 1926), I, 33. H. P. Houghton, "On 
the Temptations o-£ Ohl'ist and Zarath.ustra, 11 The Anglican 
Theological Review, XXVI (1944), 166-75. Albertz, --:.2.R• 
cit., pp. 171-2. Of. also L. Troje, "A8AM und -z..If:J./ ," 
~z~sberiohte der Heidelber~r Akademie der Wisaen-
scha~a (Phiiosopiiieche-Hieto sohe Kiaese-;-"!916), XVII, 
pp. 5lff. 
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early Christian community concerning the person and work 
of Jesus: he is the obedient Son of God whose mission is 
to "bind the strong man" (Mark 3:27 and parallels), i.e., 
to overcome t he power of t he Adversary. This is not to s ay 
that the Temptation s tories are extremely subtle theologi-
cal, Christological treatises. But on the other hand, 
that we should argue t hat they record an ecstatic (inner) 
experience of Jesus, or t hat we should be led on a search 
for that par ticular temple pinnacle70 would be to miss the 
significant purposes of the evangelists. To say , also, 
that the t hree temptations in Matthew and Luke are such in 
which basically ev€ry believer standa,71 loses the unique-
ness of Jesus' temptation as recorded by the evangelists. 
,, ""fl.,., 
That Jesus as the u c. o !. ro u O'c o u was tempted toward 
fdisobedience and that each believer is also tempted toward 
/ disobedience are poles apart in the minds of the evangelists. 
However, that Satan, the Tempter, is Jesus' opponent and at 
the same time the opponent of the faithful is seen in the 
nature of the miracles requested and in the apologetic pur-
poses of the writers. In t his light, oapitulation to Satan 
means disloyalty and disobedience, for Jesus as well as for 
the believers. The Temptation Story shows Jesus to be the 
70J. Jeremias, "Die Zinne des Tempels (Matt. 4,5; 
Luke 4,9)," Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palilstina-Vereine, 
LIX (1936J, p. 195-208. ---
71Bul.tmann, ibid., P• 274. 
-
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C ' .() obedient u<os ,o~ V-6ou • tind in lil'E!Otly (but a till 
/ 
~ ::Jt llf.H) of n £ 1;,o< ~os in. tht">i tii..~ti\ ";Jr.ti t ,ion of the 
Our i .. u-ther c~.11i: £u.. o.u:r. l>l'ief ez~Imin·atio~1. !ie otmll :;:oefor 
'ta.1 the, ·:e·:ition ,.:in tho "ai~th.0 becau.".'1., of t 1.n uoe of t ti.~ 
occu 1n :;:r:~tt . 6,1.,n .-n,1 1n: Ltt.lta l lt4CJ 1n Lv.ke 1-t 1a tbe 
f 'ii' th (,iJld :iniil put:J.·U.on , f the pr~.yer. '.rho 0-ur 1ft,ther, 
· 1 :Jn·~ ',}'1 t 11 ~1' uus ' :tns.truot-.to:~1 to p~,H'Jtic~ i tt? w,o., io 
l , ok1nr~ i n 1:.1:rk to 00!1.P-~2. (c.tl 1~1 the caeo ~i t'.1 ,fohn),. !n 
. ' ' bnth , 1!l.t t11e.·· mid 1J..ikc ·t-•ie r>br'«l60 roads the ~~iu,o, 1<o1 c ,LA. 'I 
e> , (" , / 
(er-~ Vt: ?SK[I~ '1,...Ud.r ~' s rr~r/J«a;«:v . 'xh~ only -v11~ian~ l t· 
("" > 'JJ._ ) 
·.:,:roicn'n ~ f>ES "},,M-°'S f(<TEV(}(v-<,Vo( ( EC1 ff£ r('~fl?-'-6V, 
Whioh, ne :)areion. 10 wont, ·evidiently ueolt.q. to e~ ... !l,,in 
rath.er ~l'-m1 to r~pr.nd,uce t he te:tt ~,rope· -r. .:o. t , ~cb,,?lnru 
ncaopt ~ J1"-V]) un the tmr.a directly trnns-lE tod by T • •• 
77 r t,i4'• cs;,µ.:,"· : . ] l '7? 1 in the Galile.ean Aram.aio eq,ui-
vnlc,nt of the Hebrew sl -V):7 , and the use ot the nrtiol• } , 
• 
• 
eupnosedly exr,le.natory phrase ''into tbe h!.tndett ( o-t 
67 
/ 
ff£ (flex~ o V ) • 73 Burney ancl Kuh11. a lno accept 
~]1"VJ?.74 
...... ' . ' 
' . . 
·: h£&.t interests us , however, :f.s the use 
of TT'- cf)o1.~ tv by the evangelie t s . 
As has already beer1 shown in t his research paper, 
I 
rr~ (fJoi9'0.s i11 both Old and 1~Iew Testaments never refers 
to the hoe tile activity of God over agains-i~ His people . It 
does, honever, s i gnal h o ::1 t i li ty. \"hen God is the agent , 
/ ·though , His h oG til i ty is no·i; di:r ected agains t His people , 
{ huJi; agaJ:a.s t t he hea t hen who have sought to lrl.nder His will 
(Deut. ~-: 34 ; 7:19; 29:2[3]) .• And it is only here i n t hese 
t hr·ee passage8 i n J)eute!'onomy, a11cl opecifics.lly agains t 
I 
t he 1~gypt i ans , t hat J almeh has practiced TrE (/Jd. a;,a o S ; 
otller.,7iae, tllroughout Jcihe oanonical writings of t he Old 
' and I'iev1 ~:estam,~nte, (i-od is not the agent of /Tfi. (f9«<I'/"'- o s • 
God "testau His people, but always with -the purpose of re-
establishing or strengthening Hie relationship to them,a 
sign of His grace and not ,..of Hi s judgment; and in these 
I •( 
instances the verb Tl~ <( P,_o( t w is used, never t he eubstan-
'/ 
tive 
I 
Who, then, is the agent, the pov1er behind 1Tt lf'""<J)Uos? 
It i s precisely tlle New Testament synoptic Gospels vrhich 
answer t his question. ....fuile ir, the rest of the !few Testament 
/ Tr~< (Jot er;,« o l is practiced by various age:J.ts (auoh as the 
. 74c. F. Burney, The Poetrx .2! our r.ord (Oxfords 
Clarendon Press, 1935JtP• ll'3. K.G. Kulin, Achtzehnsebet 
und Wateruru:or und dor Reim (Ttibingen: J. o. B. Mohr ()?aul 
~eokj, 1950)-;--"p.~.-----
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Jews• activities against Paul, Acts 20sl9) or employed 
Without specifically naming but suggesting the opponents 
o:f Ohristianity in general (James 1:2, 12; 1 Peter 1:6; 
4sl2), t he synoptics are one in presenting Satan (or the 
/ 
devil) as t he ultimate ~ower behind 1T£1j1o<a-;t,,<0S. Luke 
uses the word a t t he end of t ho Temptation Story (Luke 4:13) 
to describe the activity o~ Satan over ~gainst Jesus; 
Matt. 4:3 names the devil as a ffE(/Jr!t)wv • The Tempta-
ti~n Story, however, a t the beginn1ng of Jestts' ministry 
more or l es ~ sets t h~ tone f or every / ff E , /J"' ~ o r which 
he Vlill l ater e.ncountar, suggesting immediately t hat such 
I 
Tr£ < f « ~ o t are the work of Sa tau. Lu..l{e 8 213 e hows t his 
work of Satan to be directed also against the believers, 
some of whom are like the seed on the rock, which "believe 
for a while, but in a time of 
The remainin~ uses of 
fall away. 75 
are found in the con·-
test of the ?a.ssion of Jesus, the hour of "the power of 
darkness 11 (Luke 22153), which began when Satan entered into 
Judas Iscariot (Luke 22:3; of. John 13:27). Against this 
/ 
background in the synoptics must 7r£ 1J'o<~os 1n the sixth 
petition be seen. That t his corresponds exactly to the 
75of. 1 Thess. 315, l Oor. 715; Gal. 911. "Das 
Beetreben des S,a.t ans bei solohem tr1:.1/l~<r;,« 0 s iet im.-ner, den 
Gl&ubigen zum Abfa.11 vom Gla~btn· zu bringen" ; so KU.!\n, 
'' TT~<;do1 a;,«-ffs - ~o<e re'-< - cro<f' f' im neuen Teetament und 
·die damit zesammenh!lngenden Vorstellungen," Zeitsohrift !.!£ 
TheologiP- imd Kirohe, XIX.L (19~2), p . 20?. . 
- ' 
/1 
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thoughts of the original Aramaic is expressed by Kuhns 
Das Vaterunser bi ttet um Versohonung vor der Versuohung 
des Teuf els. • 
• • 
n76 Says Lohmeyer: "Versuchung 1st bier 
nicht das Y:erk Got tee , sondern daa Vierk des Teufels. • 
• • 
1177 
And SchUrmann a.dds, "Fast acheint 'Versuchung' hier schon 
gleiehbedeutend mit 'Abfall' zu ee1n.n78 Tb.at Wiatthew saw 
I 
ffl:.Cf~<:r.,,-"<os as the hos tile work of Satan is evident from 
hie addition of a seventh petition, clearly as an explana-
t ) ' ,..... ~ " > ' ory enlargmen t of the sixth: " o< ~ ~ o( flu cro1 c ri,.,u « s do rro 
= ~ ~ I 
"ov f"\pou , n making no v '\Pou parallel to TT r:. ,;, c:1.. U-,/""-a v ; 
ro ~ 
i 
our case would be further supported if Matthew and Luke 
(or t heir sources) originally had the mas culine gender in 
mind, but the neuter would also suffice. 
But Jeremias thinks otherRise. He is of the opinion 
that the sixth petition must be seen in the light of some 
extra-canonical cryptic saying of Jesus, spoken just be 
fore his prayer in Gethsemane, warning the disciples 
••• dasa keinem JUnger Jesu die Erprobung durch 
die Versuchung erspart bleibt; nur die ffber-
windung hat die Verheieeung. Auch dieses Wort 
spricht dafflr, dase die Schluss-bitte des Vater-
Unsere nioht darwn bittet, dasa dem Beter die 
Versuchung erspart bleiben m8ge, sondern dass 
Got ihm helfen m&ge, eie zu llbersinden.79 
76Kuhn, Achtzehngebet ~ Vaterunser ,B!!! g.!!, ~' 
pp. 45-6. . 
77E. Lohmeyer, Das Vater-Unser (G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1960) , p :-!44. 
7Ssohflrmann, _sm • .2!!•, P• 91. 
79J. Jeremias, Das Vater-Unser im Lichte der neueren 
-- - -------
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/ 
But Jeremias has missed the point of /Te If °'~ os ; he 
does not s ee its present, sinister hostile character and 
the imminent danger caused by the satanic power behind it 
(of. supra., pp . 67-68). He goes on to argue that iTE(f'°"<f/Ao's 
must be seen here in the light of the terrible "Endver-
suchung" (which is standing right before the door) and the 
danger of apostasy in t he .End-time. But such reasoning too 
strongly s eparates the Eschaton from t he here and now, and 
---
the Our Father is also a prayer of the here and now, in 
which t he voices of the faithful are raised in accordance 
with the necessities of the moment.80 That these 
Forschung (Stuttgart: Oalwer Verlag, 1962), p. 27. 
80nostermann, Das Matthg,usevangelium, pp. ~8-9, re-jects any es chatologioal connection to lT~ rfo<<Q'-4°s here. 
An interesting observation is made by Erich Graesser, 
"Das Problem der Parusieverz8gerung i n den synoptischen 
Evangelien und in der Apostelgesohichte," Beihefte zur 
Zeitschrift filr die neutestamentliohe Vlissenscha.1't und 41!. Kunde derlilteren ilrohe, Beiheft 22 (1957), l03-4: 
-.... .. ..... l ' 
• • • K-<'<~~ i:tcr~vl'l(f<[J.S f'\/(A•O £rJ TfilP«O?"-oV. 
Die esohat9logische Bezogenheit aug den 
lTE.(fJ-'~o~ der Endzeit ist nioht ausgesoh-
lossen, scheint aber im jetzigen Zusammenhang 
wenig angezeigt. Sie whe dann gerade·zu Bi tte 
um Aufsohub des Endea1: Denn das war allgemein 
verbrei teter ciiaube, daes das Ende nicht kommen 
kann ohne den 1T~1J«t:r,,µ.rfs, die eeohatologische 
Stunde der Versuchung duroh die widerg6ttliohen 
Miohte. Man erhoffte allenfalls eine Verkflrzung 
der Tage der Enddrangsale {vgl. Mc. 1,120). 
Aber man bi ttet nioht um den Aufsohub J Darum. 
legt sich fi1r den ffl ff'•',,u.o's der seohsten 
Bitte die Bedeutung v~n der Stunde der Versuchung, 
der Gefahr und Verfolgung nahe, die inhaltlioh 
bestimmt ist durch all das, was sum St1ndigen 
verleitet. 
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necessities are always necessities of every moment for 
every believer is the genius of the Our Father. It is 
Jeremias' wish to regard the OUr Father in its entirety as / 
a prayer concerning the future End-time; this had led him ,/.,., 
to his conclusions on the si~th petition. But this peti-
tion does not read, nProtect us from the future of the 
End-time," nor "Protect us from failure in every testing"; 
instead it reads "Lead us not into 
------
/ 
/T( 1/1°'~ ov 
"' • 
( 
This petition expresses belief in the omnipresent hand 
of God. It also expresses the hope and the trust that it 
is God who leads each believer throughout his life. Recog-
nizing this, the believers· beseech God not to lead them 
/into lTE</J"" q-~o".s , where they will encounter hostility 
,-
' / ( , 
and evil ( To n-ov'lpov ) from Satan ( o ,To'ln.,fo.S in 
Matt. 13:19, John 17:15, Eph. 6:16, 1 J·ohn 2al3f., 5:18-19). 
This does not mean that a Christian cannot at the same t~e 
pray, "Prove me, O Lord, and try me; test my heart and my 
mind" (l,salm 25[26]s2) For God's testing of His people is 
really a sign of His grace, a sign of Hie desire to re-
establish and to strengthen Hie relationship with them. 
Such testing should be as welcome for every Christian as is 
the grace which comes with it. But delivery into the hands 
I 
of the Adversary can never be God's gracious actJ instead J 
/ 
it is His act of judgment (cf. Matt. 13114-5 • Isaiah 
619-10). Thus David, condemned for his sin, would rather 
receive his punishment ~t the hands of God than at the hands 
72 
of hie enemies (2 Sam. 24114; l Ohron. 21113). For with 
God there is always mercy, says the psalmist (.Psalm 13017), 
but with the Adversary none. 
The sixth petition expreeeee the desire to remain under 
God's omnipotent and grace-giving hand, not to be given over 
, 
into the hand of Sa.tan, who by means of 1T~ v9o<a;...c4o t would I I . 
break the loyalty and, obedience of the faithful, hoping to 
bring about their apostasy and separation from God. This 
danger is, however, an ever-present danger for ever:, 
Christian, indeed, a characteristic of the Christians exis-
tence in this world.al To remain under God's leading, then, 
but ea:f:e from the 7T f <fol? t!1 of Satan, is the prayer of /-
I ./ 
r 
the believers . 
The Gethsemane Warning 
With the Passion of Jesus, a satanic kairos (Luke 4113) 
has come. Jesus' words to his captors in the Garden are 
"This is your hour and the power of darkness" (Luke 22153). 
, 
The things now at hand comprise the supreme 17 € (,P°'~ 0 .1 
of Jesus life.82 Taylor states that in Mark the references 
to "the hour11 (Luke 14:35, 41), the description of the 
Agony (Luke 14:'3'3) and the sayings in Inke 14134, '36 and 
811:uhn, " TT z- Cl'°' a-/-'-c!s • • • " in Zei ts chi ft ,& 
Theologie ~ Kirche, XIXL, 202. 
82so Loiey, ll• ~., p. 529; also Lagrange, g& ill•, 
p. 1,,. 
i3 
15134 suggest the experience of Jesus to be a conflict 
With Satanic powers.83 That Jesus tries to explain to his 
disciples the seriousness and imminent danger of "the hour" 
is diligently reported by all three synoptics in the words: 
"'~latch d h d t 1 t t t ti 11 ' an pray, sot at you o no enter no emp a on 
(Matt. 26:31; Mark 14:38; Luke 22:40, 46). / 17c <(l« ~ o.s 
occurs only here in Mark, in the context of natanio hos- ·. 
·, 
tility, suggesting with this passage that such hostility \ 
is now to be directed not only against Jesus but also l 
against his disciples . 
/ 
Of what kind of 1TE Cf'"" <I;),<() s 1e Jesus thinking with 
hie warning as reported by the evangelists? It is certain -
that he is not warning age.inst "den P.eiraamos der Endzei t 
• • • , den Anbruch der eschatologischen TrUbsal, den 
Angriff S,atans auf die Heiligen Gottes, dessen Anbruch 
Jesus im Zusammenhang mit seinem Leiden erwartete," as 
Jeremias maintaina.84 Kilmmel argues: 
Mk 14, 38 ••• kann nicht ale Beleg fi1r die 
eschatologische Gegenwart der satanisohen , 
~dversuchung angefUhrt warden, weil n E C(Jota;µ.o s 
bier entweder zeitlos gebraucht 1st oder 
s treng endzei tlich. • . • • 85 
83Taylor, o». cit., p. 555. So also Kuhn (on Mark 
14138), loo. ci~ ---
- -
84Die Gleichnisse Jesu, p. 52. Of. Taylor, 12.2.• £11• 
85w. G. Kihnmel, Verheies~ und Erfill.l!!!!i (Zurioh: 
Zwingli-Verlag, 1953), p. ii~ootnote 75. ut Kibnmel's 
latter alternative is also not very likelyr for Jesus 
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, 
'.rhat Sata,n is the po1.,Ier behind ir ~ 1;,ot v-~ o .s in JeflllS' 
warning and that the danger is i mminent ie clear, but 
what i~ t he respective danger in wnioh the disciples now 
eta.nd? 
,.\s :Bultmann suggests, the point of view from which the 
evangel.is ts pre=s,ent the J?a::,zion 3tory is the belief of the 
Christian community t hat Jesus ~uffered and died 2- !!:.! 
Meesiah. 86 Eut t ~rl.s belief in the post-Eas ter victory 
presupposes t b.e pre-Be.s-ter struggle, for- both I-ord and 
Church .. And at t he hoart of this struggle lay the 
skandalon of' crucified Me~siah. Concerning the ~arkan 
account, Dibelius zays: 
Die hat ihren H6ne1}unkt in dern Gegensatz zrdschen 
Jesu schmerzhafter 1'rgebung in Gottes Willen 14:36 
und d.em ahnungslose'.t1 Schlaf der Junger, die von 
der "Stunde" nichts wissen.87 
Jesus Vias aware in the Garden of the imminence of "Satan's 
hour"; the disciples, however, were not. They had no idea 
of what was to come. They slept. Thus Jesus begs them, 
speaks of the End-time as coming without notice, as a thief 
in the night (Matt. 24a43)f no one knows of that hour 
(Mark 13s32-3; Matt. 24&36), and it will come suddenly, so 
suddenly that ther.e will be no more ch~oe for apostasy 
through ITl(t"•?,:J ; all lTElf'~"l""-oc will have already 
have taken place beforehand. 
S~ul tman, .!m• ill•, P• 307 • 
87Dibelius, Pormgesohichte, P• 213. 
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/I~ f t<'ola;µ. o v (Mark 14: 38). The < V-< may refer to both 
the purpose and the content of the disciples' praying. 
Their praying would be the necessary exercise for strength 
during the ooming terrifying hours, hours during which 
their (false) messianic ideals would be shattered, their 
hopes and courage shaken, and their relationship to Jesus 
finally, seriott~ly and raclicaJ.ly brought into question. 
Thie waa Satan's hour, however, and the refusal of the 
diaoiplcs to pray left them open to The 
evangelists imply that the disciples' lethargy and failure 
to pray with their Lord eventually prevented them from 
meeting their obligations as hie disciples. Because they 
did not "watch and pray," they did finally fall into 
/ 
7TEfl'«a;,a.o s ; at the Arrest, "they fil forsook him and 
fled" (Mark 14:50; Matt. 26:56). 
But that the disciples merely fled from Jesus is only 
/ 
the beginning of the ff€.ff"°t'r.T,µ.os here. The deeper spiri-
/ 
tual thrusts of /7£(,,(Jou:1;,u..os are to be understood, the 
attempts of Satan to bring about the believers' apostasy. 
"lTE,fJ«rJ)'-<tfs meint ja in Mark 14,38 wie im ganzen neuen 
Testament die Anfechtung des GlRubigen durch den Satan."88 
/ The purpose of ,r~rf)o1rt;u.os , and of Sa~ through his 
/ 
7rt V'.xa;u.o s , is to bring the believer to a fall, "1h11 
aalt. G. Kuhn, "Jesus in Gethsemane," Evapgelische !!!!,2-
logie, 0.952-53), p. 283. 
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durch die .Ani'ochtung zv.m Sitncligen und t1a:;1i t zw• Abfall vom 
/ (Hauben zu brlngen . 1189 The grea 'teat du.nger of ff~rf'°<<r,,,aos, 
and t heref or e i t o ul 1.;i tJ·~te int ont ~ ie t he apostasy of t he 
faitJ,1.ful, i .. 1:.1 . , f al1infl: from t he .frdt i.! ann t hereby nv1ey 
I from CJn~is t. ~ c tan t H attGr.tp t od lTE. 1/o<a;µ. o.s c.gainst ,Teeu~ 
waa to bre ;\,, h1.o J.oyRl.ty end obedience to God; 
prnyez· in :l. t f'7 e1f i .s: a vict ory over the devtl ' r:; 
when he r:.ayn, " 'i~ot m:j will, but 1.i'hine be done'' 
t hus Jesus• 
TT€ (f'°'~C:.s I -
(T.iark 14:36; ! 
l1at t . 26 : 39; TJ11lce 22 : 42 ). ?rom Jesuo • <}etl.1ne:nane warning 
it ic clear that t he same natanic atte:npts were to be nade 
again t t•1e di sci1.1lea , anii t hey were t l1.erefore in imminent 
I 
da11£;er. :'l'hey werE:· i n rla.ri,)}:er of Trf cfol<I)M-os , t l1e hostile 
work of ~,a.tan . J1n~i :for t he clisc1plea a t t hie r-100.ent 1 t 
meant t he dt,mgc::.· of taldnp: of:fenoe at J esus M t he cep'tive 
and crucified :.essiah., the d ,.ngcr of anontasy , fallinr, away 
fro~ t heir Lord . Thi~ 9roved to be t he case until the 
Ennter and vorc:t- 4netor a3)pear nnoee of the risen Cariot. 
CONCLUSIONS 
/ 
Harnack once remarked concerning the use of iT£ 'l'""'Y"'- 0 .s 
in the sixth petition: "Die Sohwerfl!lligkei t der ttber-
/ 
setzung zeigt, dass unsere Sprache ein dem 7Te r(lota;µ o .s 
entsprechendes \'fort nicht besi tzt. ul The same is true 
today for t he English language. As used in the New Testa-
/ 
ment Gospels, lT~<f°'<r;ao.s means more than "test," 
"attempt," or "experience," which words can be adequately 
expressed by the verb form 1T~r1:C>w. 
however, is never used to express suoh common terms, but 
rather to express "temptation"; however, even this equi-
valent is weak. / 1T I r;;o1 a;« o s always signals hostility 
and danger. In the synoptic Gospels (it does not occur 
in John) it is used to express Satan's work, which work 
brings with it the danger of apostasy, against which the 
believers are to pray , asking God to keep them free from 
it. The word is more consistently used to signify a 
present danger in which a given person stands, rather than 
as a strictly eechatologioal idea, i.e., an idea connected 
exclusively to the Eschaton or to the future End-time. 
1Adolf von Harnack, "Zwei V/orte Jeeu," Si t~sberiohte 
der k6niglich preuesieohen Akademie der Wissen~a?ten 
't!irilns Verlag der k8n!gliohen Akadeinie der wlasen-
sohaften• 1907), p. 947. 
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